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Do more than

just talk to students.
Really connect.
Reach them in an instant to enhance safety and build a

stronger community with the mobile campus solution
from Sprint and Rave Wireless.
lntroducing the mobile campus solution from Sprint and Rave Wireless, the all-in-one wireless
application suite that can create a more integrated university experience for students, create
a more productive working environment for faculty and staff, and ultimately, strengthen
on-campus community.

. Students can receive broadcast text messages, access university email, view
student/staff directories, and get extracurricular campus group announcements
. Students can access course announcements like homework or quiz reminders
even on the go
. CPS-based application enables students, faculty, and staff to view the
location of campus shuttle services right on their mobile device
. CPS-based tracking application helps you assure that students remain safe
and sound while on campus

For more information, go to www.sprint.comf rave

Sprint'y
Together with NEXTEL

Sprint and Nextel National Networks reach over 262 and 274 million people. Coverage not avail. everywhere-see sprint.com/coverage for details CPS services require
capable phones and

Events Calendar
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July 29-Augusl2, 2007

Westin Diplomat Resort & Spa
Hollywood, Florida

Fall Seminars

October 14-17,2007

Minneapolis Hilton
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Winter Seminars

January 27-30,2008

Disneyland Hotel
Anaheim, California

Spring Seminars

April 6-9, 2008

Sheraton St. Louis City Center
St. Louis, Missouri

ACUTAs GOre PurpoS0

is

to support higher education communications

technology professionals in contributing to the achievement of the strategic

mission of their institutions.

ACUTA's Core Values are:
. Encouraging and facilitating networking and the sharing of

resources

'

Exhibiting respect for the expression of individual opinions and
solutions
. Fulfil1ing a commitment to professional development and growth
. Advancing the vaiue of communications technologies in higher
education
. Encouraging volunteerism and individual contribution of members
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Multi-service Gateway

Upgrading to converged communications doesn't have to be a painful process. No need to tear out
legacy voice solutions just to gain the benefit of VolB meet E-91 1 compliance and handle increased
call volumes. Carrier Access can help you gain the real benefits of VolP by bringing the new features
and functionality you, the faculty, students and administration want and need. We provide you the
ability to gracefully migrate, when you want.
Give us a call. Carrier Access knows what it takes to create a robust, cost-effective communications

The Adit 300O Series
lP Busin€ss Gateways

solution for college and university environments. Our carrier-grade products withstand the abuse
of extreme environmental conditions, high call volume and throughput pressures, at the cost of
lesser solutions. You gain the benefit of our experience without the painful learning curve.

See us at ACUTA 36th Annual Conference & Exhibition in Hollywood, FL,
)uly 29 - August 2,2OO7 at the Westin Diplomat Resort & Spa. Booth 614.

5395 Pearl Parkway, Boulder, CO 80301
303.2'18.5707

o
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to deliver highquality (can you hear me well?),

So the task at hand is

reliable voice services using the data

network and IP protocol. Voice is a
mission-critical application and your
network must be ready to support it.
Ron Walczak
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Recently ACUTA held its first summit, a

deploying a few phones on a trial basis to

very interactive exchange of experiences
with VoIP. We attribute much of the

get my feet wet.

success

of this event to the

topic-IP

communications has been on the minds of
both our institutional members and
corporate affiliates a lot lately.
Like many of you, I have been charting

go VoIP,

I decided to query other depart-

ments on campus to learn how the new
technology could contribute to recruiting
better students, improve the teaching process,

or facilitate fund-raising-things that

the progress ofvoice over Internet

are especially important to upper-level

protocol for several years. It makes great

administrators. With no "killer application"
to back me up, my request for funding was

for schools with multiple campuses,
schools retiring their Centrex contracts,
schools needing to invest in a new PBX,
those with limited underground conduit
sense

space, and large research schools

that

turned down.
What I needed to do was step back,
look at the industry as a whole, and
recognize that the successes of my peers

collaborate with other entities both

and the vendor community will eventually

domestically and around the world.

determine the speed at which IP technol-

small- to-medium-size school like
Providence College, none of these
scenarios existed. So for a few years I
asked myself why I would attempt to

ogy will become pervasive and displace the

convince senior management that I needed
to invest precious capital to "re-invent"
dialtone. Why would I want to tamper
with the 99.999 percent reliability our

and benefits will be evident once it is being

At

VolP ls Coming to
Providence (One
Step at a Time)

With none of the compelling reasons to

a

campus was accustomed to? My PBX was
at the latest version of software and even

had the capability to do VolP. And there
were other physical requirements to

implement the technology properly that
would require significant funding.
As an ACUTA officer over the past few
years, I have had the unique

opportunity

tried-and-true (but not

used successfully on the campus network;

no killer application will bring it to the
camPus.

Meanwhile, a funny thing has been
happening: Senior higher education leaders
are being introduced to VoIP technology

and its capabilities through their own

publications and seminars. In addition,
other communications resources such as
video, video surveillance, card access,
energy management, and more have begun
to migrate to the IP data network, and I

they deployed this new technology. I have

do VoIP?"

been impressed by the ways presenters

So as I write this, you all should know
that my most recent request for funding

put their plans to work. I admit I have
also been a bit envious as I have no such
story to tell, but it has motivated me to
want to do it as well. I decided that I
would seek funding for a simple trial by

have begun to hear, "When are we going to

was granted, and
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I have placed my first

order for the equipment necessary for a
VoIP trial project within the information

technology department this summer. I'm
looking forward to having my own story to
tell very soon.

Summer

feature- and

to attend numerous presentations by my
peers, and I have listened intently to how

have thought the process through, then

6

as

application-rich) TDM technology. I'm
now of the opinion that VoIP's applications
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ACUTA Survey on VolP
Draws Wide lnterest
ACUTAs recent survey on the deployment of VolP at colleges and universities
has drawn the attention of higher
education and technology media
throughout the country. This is clearly
a

topic of major interest and has

through pilot projects, and deploying
VoIP systems where it makes sense in

their particular situations. While our
members do not accept vendor claims at
face value, they do look to vendors
(particularly those with whom they have

generated many interviews highlighting

an established relationship) for valuable

the state of VoIP implementation at

information and insight.
The survey also shows that many

many of our member campuses.
The survey was created by the

Program Committee as a tool to
measure member attitudes about VoIP
leading into the (very successful)

ACUTA Summit on IP Communications held Aprii 1-4 in Baltimore. An
executive summary of the survey report

colleges and universities are engaged

maintain VoIR if and when it makes
sense

www.acuta.orgl?1779. The full report is
available free of charge to member

survey results:

institutions and companies and at a
nominal charge of $15 to non-members

your institution are VoIP? Somewhat
surprisingly, only 35 percent reported no

on the ACUTA website.

VoIP use on their campus. The majority

I believe that the survey results and
the record-breaking participation in our

limited basis, with fewer than 25 percent

Summit on IP Communications
demonstrate that colleges and universities are seriously considering the benefits
that VoIP can provide for their campuses.

Our members are doing their due

.

What percentage of desktop phones at

of campuses have deployed VoIP on

.

In what types offacilities hate you
tried VoIP? VolP is being used most
frequently in the offices of IT employees.
The other most frequent uses are in pilot
projects, remote buildings, and new

construction.

ogy and what applications might benefit

.

technology.
They are learning from each other
and from the vendor community about

this technology, experimenting with it
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a

of their phones.

diligence in learning about the technol-

their campus, investigating all the
related costs, and learning how their
networks and organizations need to be
retooled for implementation of VoIP

Summer

for their institution.

Here are some highlights of the

is available on the Web at

I

in

planning and budgeting to pay for the
new technology, and figuring out the
business models that will work on their
campuses to allow them to deploy and

What are the most likely resubs from
deploying VoIP at your institution?
Members reported that reduced cost for
moves, adds, and changes; greater

flexibility and mobility for faculty, staff,
and students; and reduced cost of wiring
are the top three most likely results.

Members expressed interesting views
regarding the information they receive
from vendors about VoIP. A striking
92 percent believe that vendors fre-

quentiy overhype the benefits ofVoIP.
Howeveq 52 percent feel that vendors
with whom they have a good relationship have influenced their choice of
VoIP. Sixty percent feel that the end of
life of traditional phone products and

als

functions well as the primary reason.
The need for network and wiring
infrastructure upgrades, E-91 1 compli-

potential benefits by more than

When asked what factors have
caused institutions to avoid or delay

would result.

emergency notifi cation, business

I would encourage you to obtain and
full report with colleagues on
your campus who are interested in this
subject. I hope you will find it a

productivity
tools, and adaptive devices for individucameras, collaboration and

widespreaci VoIP deployment, members

of respondents.

members named unified messaging,

continuity, voicemail, and voice over
wireless as the top five potential benefits.
Desktop video and videoconferencing,
audioconferencing, IP-based security

prompting them to seriously

70 percent

as

When asked about the potential
benefit of various I P applications,

of financial support were

the next three major concerns.

consider VoIP.

with disabilities were also named

When asked whether VoIP will save
their institution significant money over
the next five years, most respondents
either disagreed or were neutral. Only
19 percent felt that significant savings

ance, and Iack

the end of support services by vendors
are

replacing equipment that currently

named the unnecessary expense of

share the

valuabie source of benchmark data as

your campus considers and plans for
implementation of this technology.

V
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To VolP or Not to VolP

Elwyn Hull
University of Texas
Southwestern Medical Center
at Dallas

One of the classic devices of great literature is
the ominous rumbling in the distance.

In the former position I have faced many
of the same issues we all have. I have looked

Whether the rumbling is the sound of
thunder, armies marching, or an earthquake
about to shake the earth, you know that low,
quiet sound will soon be replaced by a very
loud clamor that signifies a turning point.

into the technology, studied it carefully, and
even piioted it in some cases. I am cautiously
optimistic about what it can do in a number

For years in the telecom area we have had
our own kind of rumbling. It is the sound of

of areas.

In my position with IUST-US I have had
the opportunity to speak with telecommunications professionals at dozens of other

the voice over Internet protocol (VoIP)

organizations of all types. They have shared

movement gathering momentum before it
supposedly engulfs us Iike a tsunami. We've
been told that VoIP will replace conventional
telephone service as the standard for voice
communications. We've been told how it will

their experiences, successes, and concerns
with me. This, in turn, has given me a much
broader view of the challenges facing all of us.

in move, add, and change (MAC) costs; and

From all of this I have gleaned some
pretty clear insights into where VoIP is and
what it's all about. That rumbling you hear in
the distance isn't just the technology. It's also

especialiy for frequent long-distance callers.
And we've been told how it will give us a level

coming from the people who are facing the
decision ofwhether to convert to VoIP.

save

money in reduced infrastructure costs;

of connectivity we've never had before-even
when we're away from the phone.

lf lt Ain't Broke ...

But is VoIP really ready for prime time?
That's the big question facing all of us right

One of the cardinal rules that plays into any
technology decision is the old saying "If it

now. The answer is yes ... and no.

ain't broke, don't fix it." And for most of us,
plain old telephone service (POTS) and those

The reason for the ambiguity has less to
do with VoIP technology itself and more to
do with everything around it, from the
backbone it rides on to the ability to manage

it and support it with the users. A great many
issues have to be factored in before you can
make a decision. Not all of them are readily
apparent.

My beliefs on this issue have come from
two vantage points. One is my day job as
director of the Division of Telecommunications at the University of Texas Southwestern
Medical Center. The other is as the newly
installed president of JUST-US (Joint Users
of Siemens Technology).
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old "iron horse" PBXs we've been using are

about the most "unbroke" systems we have.
Every day users make hundreds or even
thousands of calls, and everything works

beautifully, with little thought or effort. That
raises the question of why you'd want to
replace something that works so well with a
technology that has yet to fully prove itself.
After all, they don't call it dialtone reliability
for nothing.
There can be any number of reasons to
consider VolP. Cost savings certainly are one.

If your school makes a lot of long-distance
calls, the savings may be substantial. For

Everything [ooks great from here.

'?o.
^*\
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such as a professor going

that is collaborating with others in
universities around the world, it may
need to have frequent voice conversa-

to a lecture hall and then to a lab. The

tions. Those calls, especially if they go on
for a long time, can add up quickly. VoIP
technology may drive those costs way

potential is to have these users take
advantage of a unified communications
system that allows phone calls to their
offices, e-mail, faxes, and other message
systems to follow them wherever they
go,

down.

If you frequently need to extend
connectivity to a number of small
remote locations, moving to a VoIP
system also might make sense. Rather

with

real-time accessibility. To

achieve true unifi ed communications,
you need VoIP.

Telecommuters are another grouP
that can benefit from VoIP. The chal-

Probably the biggest one is whether
your data netrvork is robust enough to
handle the special requirements of voice

traffic. Unlike bursty data traffic that can
accommodate a few lost packets here
and there or retransmissions that might
add a little delay, those situations cause

with voice traffic and can create
huge disruption or, at a minimum,

havoc

a

degraded service. Any mobile phone
user can attest to that. Higher overall

network latency or delivery of packets
out of order can lead to a loss of quality

than having to run expensive T1 service
out to each location, users can take
advantage of locally provided DSL or
cable systems to connect to the Internet

with telecommuters is getting both
voice and data information out to them.

for both voice and data. They get full
connectivity without adding phone
charges, line maintenance charges, and
other fees to your monthly cost.

through a VPN, it's a hassle for them to
submit expense reports each month for
their authorized phone usage, and nearly
impossible for managers to keep tabs on
what they're doing. With a VoIP system

comes

you can deliver voice and data services
together, and use the same management

ing devices require several steps before
connection is made. First the machine

tools to monitor both telecommuters

on one end has to negotiate a connec-

and in-house workers. All while

tion with the machine on the other end,

controlling costs.

and then they have to complete a

For remote locations requiring

a

number of stations, a separate key
system or remote PBX may have been
the solution in the past. With VoIR
stations off the main campus VoIP PBX
can now be installed at the remote site.
The services and features provided for
these remote employees are then no
different from those enjoyed by the rest
of the university staff. And the main
campus telecommunications support
staff require no additional skills or
training to support these remote
locations.

lenge

Although they could use their own
phone lines and just log in for data

Then there's the practical side. If you
have one system for voice and another
for data, that makes two systems you

traffic
into the data network reduces training
time for your IT and help desk staff. It
also simplifies user support by eliminathave to support. Rolling voice

ing one source of potential problems.

At UT Southwestern we have clinics

Finally, the reality is most of the

and offices all over campus, as well as a

vendors of telecom equipment are

few close to, but off campus. We are

looking to move away from traditional
phone services and into VoIP. As a result
they have either discontinued support

using VoIP to connect these remote sites

to the university as though they were in
one of the main buildings. We're able to
manage their connections remotely, and
from a quality standpoint you really
can't tell the difference when you're on
the phone with them.
Another reason to consider VoIR of
course, is for users who frequently
change Iocations throughout the day,

for PBX and other, older phone systems
or are in the process of scaling back. If
you want vendor support in the future,
you'll need to start looking into VoIP.
Slings and Arrows

Those are some of the many reasons to
make the move to VoIP. So what are the

technology risks?

12

from her office

example, if you have a research group
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or echoing during calls, particularly
during peak usage times.
One definite weakness with VoIP

with fax machines or other

analog devices such as credit card
terminals. Unlike voice traffic, where
connections are primarily made point to

point, faxes and other analog-connecta

"handshake" before data can be

transmitted. Any glitch during this
process means the analog transmission
won't complete. Handling analog ports
on a VoIP PBX, with analog adapters,
can provide a new set of

challenges-

including configuration changes that
often have to be made to the analog
devices themselves. Some of these older
devices cannot be supported

with the

new analog adapters.
Once the connection is made, packet
loss becomes another risk. The loss of a

few packets during a voice transmission
is an inconvenience and may require the

listener to ask the speaker to repeat what
he said. There is no repeating

with

a fax

or other analog device-just a loss of
connection and the need to start all over.
The bottom line is if your users transmit
large amounts of data via fax or use

other analog devices on a regular basis,
you may want to reconsider a VoIP
installation for now. Or, at a minimum,
analyze thoroughly how fax transmissions navigate the VoIP systems you are
considering. Medical personnel, HR
departments, lawyers, and business
offices are some of the groups that rely

most on faxes.

concern. Your IP network may be

redundant at the core. But do you have
complete redundancy throughout
campus? If not, and the network goes
down, you've just lost all communications at every location not served by the
redundant components. With so much
dependency on network drives, not only

virtually

useless,

One of the toughest parts about making

major technology change such as a
move to VoIP is knowing where to start.
Obviously, you'll want to pilot it first
before committing to it across the board.
a

Even then, however, the strategy leaves a

lot of possibilities open.
One idea is to start from the

System availability is another

is the user's PC

Where to Start

but his

phone is dead as well. You always have to

periphery and move inward from

there-not

necessarily geographically

(although it may wind up that way) but
in terms of what services are core to the
school and which ones play more of a
supporting role. For example, if you
have satellite locations that tie

into the

main campus network you may want to
start there. That way, if there's a glitch,
the learning curve affects only an

ancillary location. It's inconvenient for
them while the system is down, but it's
definitely much easier to isolate the
problem-and also a lot less risky to the
school as a whole.

Another approach is to look at your
if there is a cluster who are
more risk-tolerant or more "early
users and see

adopters" than others. They could be
grouped by job description, department

(IT professors or staff will likely be
willing to try it), location, or some other
criteria. A cluster like that will not only
be more willing to take a chance on a
new technology; they will likely be more

willing to provide you with feedback
you can use to move the entire VoIP
project forward later.

be prepared for the worst-case scenario

and have the plan and equipment in
place to manage it. Otherwise the entire
campus can come grinding to a halt.
One last concern is what happens

during a power loss. Some traditional
phone systems do not require local

Mutare Software

power to operate as they draw their

power from the telephone company
central office. Traditional TDM PBX
systems powered the instruments from
the main switch that often has anywhere

from two to eight to even twenty-four
hours ofbackup battery power. Not so
with a VoIP system, where the servers
and even the stations depend on AC
power. If the power go out, without
backup and UPS service, the phone
system goes out

with it. Main servers

may have backup power, but what about
the stations? With the proliferation of

mobile phones, however, this is much
less of a problem, at least for outbound
calls. For inbound calls, if you are
moving to VoIR you will want to make
sure you have a backup power source
available throughout the network.

wuw.rnutare.com

lVhen it comes to choosing a mass notifrcation system, you don't need s
Communications Degree to make the right choice!
Due to recent events, addressing your organization's Emergency and Event Notification
concerns is now an operational imperative. Finding the right solution in a "one size fits
all" market place of providers may not be the best approach for you. Consider the

following:

o
e
.
o

a shared hosted solution meet your security and privacy standards?
When the time comes for a broadcast, will a shared resource be reliable?
Does the solution leverage your existing IT investment?
Finally, can your needs truly be achieved with a "cookie cutter" approach?

Will

Just as every college is not the same, not every provider ofEmergency and Event
Notification applications is the same. Look to Mutare (a Platinum DevConnect Partner
with Avaya) to provide the education that you need to customize an affordable solution
that is right for you. Stop by our booth at the National Conference or visit us on the web
at www.Mutare.com.

User group meetings are a great
place to pick up ideas

also discuss their problems and failures.
You can learn a lot just by being there.

for additional

rollout strategies. At the IUST-US
Conference in Orlando, there will be

Vendors of VoIP equipment can also

who have installed partial or full VoIP
solutions. As at an ACUTA conference,

to sift through
what they provide to separate their
commercial interests from the factual
information, but that's not too difficult.

you will

The VoIP market is still young enough

be very helpful. You have

several formal presentations by users

also have ample

opportunity to

discuss various VoIP-related topics

that all of them have an interest in
promoting the category as well as their
own products. Webinars, white papers,
technical documentation, and more are

informally at cocktail hours, breakfast
meetings, or even in the hallways
between sessions. This kind of firstperson feedback can be invaluable in
helping you determine

(I

) if VoIP is the

right choice for your campus and (2)
how to go about implementing it if it is.
User group members in general love to

experiences. Classroom discussions can

flesh this information out further as
your classmates share their ideas, stories,
and questions. You'Il walk out knowing
much more than you did before and will
be armed with a better background to
use in making decisions. The JUST-US
Conference has added certification
classes

to its program for that very

purpose. Other user groups are doing so

readily available and often free. Put your

as well.

filters in place and take advantage of all
you can.

Perchance to Dream

One last source of information is

certification classes. Not oniy is the
information they provide helpful in
providing conlext, but the instructors

talk about their successes and share
them with others. It's helpful if they will

often have hands-on experience with
VoIP technology and can share their

There is much more to consider
regarding the implementation of VoIP.

Financial considerations-your current
investment as well as new costs to
upgrade closets and the network-must
be part of any investigation. AIso

worthy

of discussion are many organizational
issues: \Arho is responsible for mainte-

training, customer service, help
desk? And there are personnel issues
involved in converging departments. We

nance,

have just scratched the surface here.

VoIP technology offers a great many
benefits to colleges and universities. But
Whot do oirports, Coost Guord ships, industriol
worehouses, monufocturing plonts, doiry forms, cor lols
ond computer rooms hove in common? NOISEI Don't
miss ony importont colls. With the Stinger Ringer, you'll
get the besi loud telephone ringer in the indushy.

The Stinger Ringer

Mode! 196

operotes from the

telephone line, no exiernol power required. With o
'1
1 10dbo output, indoor/outdoor usoge, the 96 will
get your oiteniion in most noisy environments.
The

Model I98

Ringer gives you the some

Mode! 173 on our web

in terms of both the technical

side and the practical aspects to the
users. Not the least of those risks is

replacing something that works perfectly
well right now with a system that has yet
to prove itsell in your environment.

fust as Hamlet came to realize, there
however, that VoIP is the way of the

PBXs

To compliment the Stinger Ringers for multiple line use,

see

address,

is no simple answer. You can be assured,

I I 0dbo output, bul operotes from 24vdc
ond o contoct closure. Applicotions include
doorbells, security olorms, key systems ond

there are aiso some major risks to

future; the sooner you become familiar

with it and understand its nuances, the
better prepared you will be for that

site.

future.
Get the best and the loudest

with

Stinger Ringer, trusted for ouer 18 gears.

Elwyn Hull is director of the Division of
Telecommunications at UT Southwestern
Medical Center, a past president of ACUTA, and
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the newly installed president of JUST-US.
Reach him at elwyn.hull@utsouthwestern.edu.
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Preparing Your Campus for a
VolP Conversion
Walt Magnussen, PhD

As you, your department, and

Texas A&M University

campus prepare for conversion to VoIR

your

have already gone through some sort

there are many factors to consider. In

a

of

reorganization that more closely aligns
the providers of telecommunications

few cases, the conversion is just another

services

speed bump; but for many of us

technology functions. In some cases it is

organizational, financial, and infrastructure considerations. \A/hile the conver-

it can
represent an entire paradigm shift with

with the rest of the information

sion can be a challenge, it should also be

two separate directors (telecommunications and network infrastructure)
reporting to the same vice president, and
in other cases both functions report to

viewed as an opportunity for your

one director.

department to ensure that criticai

Even if they report to the same
director, telecommunications technicians and network infrastructure
technicians often remain as two separate
business units. A strong argument can
be made for keeping these two entities
separate (especially if they operate under
different funding models) since, in the
converged environment, the job

services

will

always be available, and at

the lowest cost possible.

In March 2007, there was an exciting
thread on the ACUTA listserv that posed
the question "\,Vhy should I fear VoIP?"

A host of responses came back ranging
from "Why do you need to do it in the
first place? There are reasonable

traditional solutions," to "You may just
as well do it now since it is inevitable."
While no single answer is right for
everyone, the facts remain that ( I ) all
electronic equipment has a finite life
span and (2) manufacturers either have

description of the network infrastructure group includes the installation of
wire, jacks, patch panels, switches, and
routers, and the telecommunications
group is primarily responsible for the
provisioning and support of end-user

abandoned all development of tradi-

devices on the desktops. Furthermore,

tional architectures or are planning to
do so. If those two statements are true,
then it is logical to assume that the

as separate entities, the

t"pPen sometime during

:i.lT.:lll

two groups still

need to be closely aligned since the

network infrastructure group owns and
manages the network that voice over IP
services depend upon.
The key to a successful integration is

Organizational lssues

establishing processes that allow the

In most

cases)

converged netr,vorks

involve some sort o[ reorganization.

Historically, many telecommunica tions
departments reported to either the
physical plant department as a utility or
to business services. Most campuses

telecommunications group enough
access to network resources to enable
them to turn up a new service. This will
eliminate the need for a separate work
order and two technicians to do a single
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Areas that do allow for tighter

integration are the help desk and
customer support functions. Since most
VoIP devices now support SNMR it is
fairly straightforward to enable existing
netvvork-monitoring systems to monitor
the VoIP systems as well, although for a
true picture of voice quality and

which typically have a four-to-five-year
life cycle, it is going to be important to
factor in capital cost recovery based on a
shorter duration. On the positive side,
the migration to the industry standard
session initiation protocol (SIP) should
result in lower-cost instruments

resulting from competition in this space.

functionality, more specialized monitor-

.

ing systems are necessary.

telephone switches, a campus could
purchase a telephone and there were no

Financial Aspects

The earlyVoIP thought process was that
VoIP would result in significant savings.
Savings would come

from being able to

use off-the-shelf hardware, being able to

reduce staff, and combining two wiring
systems

into one. The fact is that VoIP by

ongoing software costs associated with
it. Many campuses self-maintained the
instruments. For repairs, they could be
sent into the manufacturer or a thirdparty repair shop. Some repairs were
done in house, resulting in little

itself will rarely result in a cost reduc-

recurring costs for instruments. The
current trend seems to be to add an

tion. It will allow for a more robust,
distributed deployment (better for

annual license cost for VoIP instruments,

business

which will have to be factored into the
cost of provisioning VoIP services.

and it does offer more cost-effective

In addition to the instrument costs,
with traditional telephony many

continuity), it will ensure a
supported platform for years to come,
solutions for connecting remote offices.
It also appears that many of the
network-enabled peripherals such as
voice mail, auto attendant, and automatic call distribution are becoming
much more feature rich with VoIP
solutions.

It

is

important to structure

universities chose not to keep all the
central hardware under maintenance
and then to pay for upgrades as they
were needed. SinceVoIP is based on
standard operating systems, which are
subject to issues such as viruses, it is

important to keep all the central
a cost-

recovery model for VoIP solutions that

will

ensure continued financial viability.

Some considerations that set VoIP apart

from more traditional solutions are:

.

Life cycle of hardware. While for the
most part VoIP instruments and time
division multiplex (TDM) instruments
should have about the same life cycle
and cost, this will not be the case for
central hardware (key systems, PBXs,
and call proxies). It was not unusual to

in operation for 10 to 20
years. Since all ofthe new hardware is
keep a PBX

applications under some sort of
maintenance so that patches can be
quickly applied as needed.

It

important to remember
that the VoIP servers not only consist of
the voice applications but also have an
is also

operating system (typically Linux,
Solaris, or Windows) and may also have
a database component (Oracle, SQL, or
some other database). One advantage
with VoIP is that these costs can often be
unbundled from the VoIP application if
the campus has an appropriate campus
site license.

built on standard servers and routers,
16

Software cosrs. With traditional
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Infrastructure.Themostsignificant
difference betlveen VoIP and traditional
voice services is in the area of infrastruc-

ture. In this

case, the

infrastructure is

defined as the medium be&veen the

cailing parties. In the case oftraditional
telephony, the infrastructure is typically
copper wire and a PBX. In the case of
VoIR it is the Cat 5/6 wire, switches, and
routers that make up the data network.
One problem is that the VoIP and other
real-time applications have more
stringent delivery requirements than
other allocations. The provisioning of
these requirements

will

have cost

implications that should be factored into
the cost of serving VoIP customers.
lnfrastructure Considerations

The International Telecommunications
Union-Telecommunications Standardization Section (ITU-T) has defined, in
the G. 1050 specifications, delivery
requirements for real-time applications.
The specifications contain maximum
parameters for packet loss, jitter, packet
reordering, latency, and other critical

factors. The provisioning ofthe
network can be accomplished in one of
three ways: ( I ) by the establishment of a
separate netlvork; (2) by the establish-

ment of a separate virtual network
through either virtual LANs or through
prioritization of voice traffic over the
existing network (QoS); or
( 3 )by overprovisioning of bandwidth.
Infrastructure issues that relate to VoIP
services include provisioning the VoIP
nefivork, documentation, and network

monitoring.
. Provisioning. What is the best method

of provisioning the VoIP network? As is
often the case, there is no one best
answer for all campuses. For example, in
the case of a small campus or remote
office, gigabit connections between

communications closets with 10/100

changes. Our data networks, on the

decided to begin the conversion,

megabit connections to the desktop
should suffice (overprovisioning). For

other hand, are extremely dynamic.
This difference mandates a proactive
network management system that

right in terms of
technology maturity. This leaves
institutional issues to resolve. With

detects network impairments specific to
VoIP and reports them, or better yet,
corrects them in real time.

heightened communication, planning,
and education, institutional issues as

large campuses, either VLANs, implementing QoS, or a separate physical
netr,vork may prove to be the most
effective solution, depending on the state
of current infrastructure.

Documentation. CurrentE-9l 1 systems
that involve utilization of automatic
location information (ALI) databases

While such issues may seem
overwhelming, the fact remains that the
transition to VoIP for telephony is
inevitable. Many institutions are

can easily support fixed VoIP. One of
the advantages ofVoIR however, is the

choosing not to make the leap yet;
however, a basic understanding of the

.

mobility that IP-based services offer. As
the leaders in 911 services, the National

issues

Emergency Number Association

easier. For those ofyou who have

well can be overcome.
Walt Magnussen, presidenlelect of ACUTA for
2006-07, is the director of telecommunications
at Texas A&M University in College Station. He
also co-chairs the VolP SIG for lnternet2 and
directs the lnternet2 Technology Evaluation
Center, a VolP research center at Texas A&M. At

will assist IT managers in making
decisions, ultimately making conversion

(NENA) is currently in the process of
defining methods of locating mobile
VoIP devices even in mobile environ-

ACUTA's 2007 Annual Conference, he will

present a preconference seminar titled ',A
Checklist for lmplementing VolP." Reach Walt at
wmagnussen@mail.telecom.tamu.edu.
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ments in the proposed NG91l (nextgeneration 91 I ) solutions.
One device that appears to be a key
component for enterprise networks will
be the location information server or
LIS. This device will ultimately map the
geographic location (building and room

number) of the jack that a phone is
plugged into or the wireless access point
to the MAC address of the device to the
IP address to the telephone number.
While the equipment that will ultimately
accomplish this mapping does not exist
today, one thing that is certain is that it
will require accurate records of the
locations of all jacks and access points.
Since this can be a large task for large

networks, it is incumbent upon all of us
to begin the documentation process now

it will not be overwhelming
when we get to the point it is needed.
so that

' Network monitoring. One significant
difference betlveen current infrastructure (basic wire) and the infrastructure
necessary for VolP is the dynamic nature
ofthe network that carries VoIP services.
Once copper wire is placed, it rarely

Gonverged Network Solutions
For Higher Education

TAC
il
cEr{-T-Fl E
Comm unications Experts

866-937-0008

it

appears the time is

.

www.taccentre.com

Strategic Planning in the College and
University Ecosystem-The Common
Denominators
James S. Cross, PhD
Linda

B. Wright,

PhD

Longwood University

The pervasiveness and complexity of communications technologies within the
college and university ecosystem are largely responsible for the need to rethink,
revise, and refocus strategic planning efforts. The widespread use

of digitai commu-

nication technologies has exposed the many perils and pitfalls in the life cycle of this
strategic resource. Smart and good, status-quo tyPe thinking isn't enough anymore,
as we said in part I of this article in the spring 2007 ACUTA lournal. More responsive strategies, innovative management methods, and creative products and services reengineering are required for success as the university ecosystem is being transformed.

The vision for 2008 and beyond is to empower stakeholders by exploiting the
capabilities and potentials of a wide array of information processing technologiesl
i.e. , high perlormance processing systems. converged VolP networks, hypervisors,

networks with speeds

of billions of bits per

second, multi-megabit bandwidth on

demand, and exabyte databases.
The magnitude of technology challenges was recently addressed by John Gantz,
technical research analyst at International Data Corporation (IDC), as he observed
that this year for the first time, there won't be enough storage capacity in the world

a

to hold all the stuff being created. To illustrate, researchers at IDC indicated that
161 exabytes of data were generated in 2006. That's the equivalent of 36 billion
digitai movies, 43 trillion digital songs, and I million digital copies of every book in
the Library of Congress. The growth is projected to increase to more than 988
exabytes by 2010. I Our technology resources are essential, but they must be
strategically managed and guarded, not taken for granted.

In today's competitive era of rising expectations, escalating user demands, tight
budgets, and soaring security expenses, college and university administrators are
challenged as they seek to create value for key stakeholders. While technology is
valued in and of itself, its value is magnified through application and integration
with other resources within the university environment. Sandra Roberts, director of
telecommunications at Wellesley College, says, "Our goal is to come up with a
purpose statement for the IT organization, which at Wellesley is a merged organization with the library. A statement that identifies who we are, our purpose, vision,
values ... and what makes us proud."'
The strategy is to provide stakeholders access not only to their own personal
information but also to the seamless web of heterogeneous computing resources
anlwhere. The complexities of making the transition in an Information Age college
and university will be disconcerting to many. Realization of the demands inherent
in the Information Age as applied to the education ecosystem is critical to commu1

I
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nicate and work etTectively in the future.
Creative and successful application of
the technology will mean assessing its

impact on the curricula, faculty, staff,

academics and research,

information

technology and high performance

information resources are essential to
the university's mission and its ongoing
operation. The strategic initiatives

students, facilities, finances, and decision
making. The preparation of the nexl
generation of faculty and students to

outiined are designed to advance
research, scholarship, and administrative

effectively use the information appliances

endeavors in the following university-

of tomorrow to overcome time, distance,
and location constraints is disruptive,

identified areas:

time consuming, and costiy. Add to this
the complexities involved in designing an
effective instructional unit for a complex,
multi-tasking, increasingly multicultural
student population, and the challenge
seems almost insurmountable.
Strategic Planning

In the general

planning is
the disciplined process used by organizations, including colleges and universities, to guide decisions and actions to
sense, strategic

.

providing the foundation, direction, and
impetus to improve services at the
co11ege."6

Texas A&M's strategic plan also
identifies IT's role in the success of the
university: "Information Technologies

(IT) are increasingly important to all
parts of the university. The aspirations
ofVision 2020 cannot be realized

Faculty and the environment for
creative work

without a high-quality IT infrastructure. Not too many years ago comput-

.

learning

ing and computer networking were of
importance primarily to the sciences,

.
.

engineering, and the business operations. Today, however, all segments of
the university depend on desktop

Students and the environment for
The technology-enabiing infrastructure

Staff and the environment for effective
administration."5
Keene State puts IT at the core ofthe
university's mission: "lnformation

computing, network connectivity, and
access to the Internet and strategic
administrative systems."T

technology is a catalyst for change

shape the direction of the ecosystem

with

I

i
I

a focus on future goals and
objectives. It is a complex, thoughtprovoking, challenging, messy, and
sometimes controversial process with

many unknowns, and through it, the
insights gained today might very well
alter the decisions made yesterday.2t A
review ofthe literature and an evalua-

tion of various strategic plans of colleges
and universities indicate that the
strategic planning process is driven by
the mission, vision, values, goals, and
objectives of the institution as it strives
to develop the citizen leader of tomorrow and the workforce ofthe 21st
century.3'

5,6,7'

20

Of particular interest in today's
environment is the strategic planning
process as it applies to educational
systems and the use of technologicai

resources. In its IT strategic plan,

Northwestern University states, "As
Northwestern University continues its
prominence in global higher education

TCALL
A Division or

amGLCO

{800}356-er48

www.tcall.com/acuta2
info@lcall.com
4800 Curtin Drive
McFarland, Wl 53b54
(608)838-4r 94

Today, knowledge and

.

in both size and focus as they develop
students for meeting the challenges of

.

tomorrow.

information have

The Longwood University College of
Business and Economics strategic plan

The manner by which we acquire,
process, disseminate, and use informa-

states that "as a Part

tion continues to change dramatically.
The introduction of new technologies

Economics seeks to be known bY
employers as a preferred source of

and the rapid changes thereof and
therein have changed the landscape.

business graduates." The college's vision

o[

a

growing

university, the College of Business and

business school of choice for
employers and students is based on a

of

a

mission of preparing students to have a
positive impact on our world. The plan
is built around five strategic goals:

it is distributed electronically in
various formats, including the use of
multimedia. Recipients are provided
Today,

.

Attract and support

a diverse faculty,

staff, and student body recognized for

with many alternatives, including the
option of printing, data mining for

their quality.

.

Deliver a distinctive discovery-based
learning experience and environment.

knowledge nuggets, archiving, passing
information along, or synthesizing and

.

reengineering what they have received.
Timeliness, ease of use, and dissemination are critical success factors in this

environment. They are the deciding
factors in the brain-powered Information Age of today and tomorrow.
Information and its use provide the

Promoteinterdisciplinaryinitiatives

to expand knowledge and address
societal needs.

.

Expand the business outreach and

student internshiP Program.

.

Broaden the scope of employers who

hire CBE graduates.3

commodity, capital, and expertise that
cross and recross borders at will to

The Baylor UniversitY Hankamer
School of Business strategic plan states

maximize benefit.

,"Our business strategy is something

The successful strategies for the
future college and university ecosystem

we've been analyzingand working to

must be aligned closely with the
mission, vision, values, goals, and
objectives of the specific institution.
These are the common denominators

of

the college and university ecosystem and
the attributes used to characterize an
institution and its focus. For example,

improve through a collaborative
planning process spearheaded by our
Strategic Development Council. We
have crafted a set of goals that considers
our heritage and strength, along with
our relationship with the university,
while embracing the opportunities
presented by the 2lst centurY. The

the mission, vision, values, goals, and
objectives of Wellesley College, a

strategic direction of the school is

premier women's liberal arts private

'

institution, will be quite different from
those of Northwestern, Keene, Duke,
Texas A&M, or Longwood UniversitY.

Although Longwood and Texas A&M
Summer

shaped by seven goals:
To be acknowledged as a Premier

and innovative source of active learning

.

To produce highlY regarded re-

searchers
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To attract, suPPort, and retain
diverse and highty qualified participants
To be recognized for our learning,

thinking, and research outcomes
on ethics in business with a focus on

service,

become the focus and valued commodities in developing the citizen leader.

Fifty years ago information was
primarily packaged, printed, and
distributed manually in hard copy.

20

differ

are both public universities, they

Fifty years ago the Planning focus
was how America would ProsPer in an
era of relentless global competition.

Christian persPective

.

To develop, suPPort, and Produce

faculty and graduates with experience in
international business and culture

.

To foster opportunities

.

To establish and nurture ongoing,

for career
and to
students
for
our
development
enhance their initial Placement
mutually beneficial relationships among
22
all relevant communities."

In an age of profound social,
economic, and technological transformation of the education ecosystem,
there is almost total acceptance of the

proposition that new technological
developments will continue to define the
landscape of our institutions, nation,
and the world. Chief information
offi cers and telecommunications
directors and their teams are more and
more expected to manage an expensive
strategic resource and service portfolio.
The research opportunities are phenomenal. The ability to develop end-to-end
multiservice portfolios and testbeds and

to capture real-world implications of
developments is limitless.
The strategic planning task should
create a picture of the future of the

institution's education ecosystem,
identifr what future business position to
stake out, provide long-term direction,
and provide a strong brand identity.
The plan should push the organization
to be inventive, creative, and focused. It
should prevent coasting and comPlacency. It must incorporate decisions

about how to respond to a range of
external factors. 17'18'le An organization's
reaction to the environment will
determine if the factors will be opportunities or threats. These factors include

unpredictable and changing environments, shifting socioeconomic conditions, new technologies, evolving
customer preferences, and political and

regulatory changes.

perceived future desired outcomes and
to be prepared for the unknown.
Strategic means being clear about
institution objectives, being aware of the
available resources, and incorporating

both objectives and resources in
responding to a dynamic environment.

Strategic Planning and lnformation
Technology

Strategic planning stresses the impor_
tance of an institution making decisions
that will ensure its ability to respond

Through successful planning, the
organization can identifu new windows
of opportunity and provide for their
growth needs over the long-term. Only

The process involves choosing and
setting a desired future, developing

through preparation can a college or
university take the necessary steps to be

strategy for achieving that desired
future, testing assumptions, gathering

the best-of-class provider.

inlormation. and anticipating

A strategic plan is a management
tool that focuses an institution's energy

changing unpredictable future environment. The plan is ultimately a set of

. Developing assumptions about an
unpredictable future whether the
institution is small or large, public or
private, research or teaching oriented;

decisions, actions, and assumptions

.

and resources to ensure that members of
the organization are working toward the
same mission, vision, goals, and
objectives.e, 1s, 16 The process involves

developing strategy and exploring
alternatives regarding the best way to
respond to the circumstances of the

a

about how to proceed toward a desired
future. Although the objective is to
anticipate possible pitfalls in the future,
strategy development focuses on the
factors to consider in responding to the
pitfalls if they should occur.

successfully

to unpredictables in the

environment. More precisely, it means
empowering the human mind to reach
new levels of creativity by:

Making assessment of the environment with a definite purpose in mind;

.

Determining the potential forces that
may affect or impede the fulfillment of
mission, vision, values, goals, and

T3 products lrom T3 Teleeom Sollware are uniquely posirioned le
supporl yau loday and well inlo the tuture.

our platform simultaneously supports both TDM and lP PBXs, ensuring a seamless migration
from legacy
systems' Departments within your organization can manage their own unique requirements
through
tenanting, as well as through the creation of independent automated attendants,
directory assistance,
and sub-administrators. T3 products further simplify your approach by
centralizing telephony applications,
including voice mail, unified messaging, automated attendant, and administration.

Add to this the availability of a prompt set mimicking the commonly used interfaces
of cellular networks
("7" for delete), and a platform designed to leverage the stability
and flexibility of Linux, and you have
a blueprint for success.
$upporiing all phases 0t ysur lelecornmunicali0n evoluti0n:

.

Mixed Environments (pBX,

.

SIp, eSlC, DpNSS, Digital, Analog)
Email (Exchange, Lotus, Croupwise, MAC, Linux, Unix)

'

Stages

of Migration (TDM and migrating, contemplating, or integrating lp; lp integrating
TDM)

mffi

,,,T"',',.T;.T,ff

.,*r,?,,:,il,k';,,*tebpnonys0*tion$

visit www.myt3.c0m/solurions for more information or call us ar z12-226-gz0i.
@ 2007 T3 Telecom Soltware. lnc. All rights reserved.

Creatively develoPing effective
responses to those forces;

.

Being attentive to the "big picture"
to keep the institution relevant; and

.

Being willing to adapt to changing

in the future. For example, security

in the develoPment Process and the

and university ecosystem in supporting

university recognition of the critical role

an integrated digital communications
network. And, security continues to
dominate as IT's most pressing concern

says,

to be played bY IT in the changing
teach in g/learning/research envi ronments as reflected in the vignettes. The

unpredictable future circumstances.r0
The critical consideration and
challenge for strategic Planning
involving information technolo gy is
change. With certainty we know that
both hardware and software will change.
User needs and interfaces will change.
Plans must be in place to deal with those
changes.

other strength is the flexibility in the
funding of IT initiatives-it's not X
amount for a specific technology, but a
pool of funds has been allocated to draw

from

as the value-add technologies are

identified to suPport solutions over the
next 12-18 months.a

" The plan identifies three major goals

For example, Microsoft introduces a
new operating system about every five

for the new planning cYcle:

years. This is a function of marketing

.

Goal 1: Enrich the teaching, learning,
and research environment at Duke by
providing faculty and students with
information technology resources and
services that are easy-to-use, well-

and planned obsolescence. New
products are necessary in this area to
keep up with new develoPments and

improvements and to maintain profitability for the providers. What to do?
Shift every computer in the ecosystem?
Belter to plan the introduction.
Longwood University is integrating
Vista into the university system by
creating one student test laboratory for
teaching and everyday use that operates
on Vista. Key faculty users, identified as

innovators or early adopters, are first to
receive computers with Vista installed'
The university must supPort both the
new and old technologies for a short
period of time. The equivalent of a test
market is conducted to ease the
transition. Planning for change is an
integral part of managing technology.
When there are significant implications

for smalleq anticipated changes such

as

this, the challenges created by new, less
predictable changes are enormous.
Tammy Closs, assistant vice President of information technology at Duke
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"The overall strengths of
Duke's strategic plan are the inclusiveness of the university members involved
University

.

Summel

matched to their needs, and contribute
effectively to achievement of Duke's

institutional goals'
Goal 2: Extend our effectiveness in

'

our distributed environment bY
facilitating collaboration among
departments and, in critical areas,
between departments and the central
technolo gy infrastructure.

.

Goal 3: Provide an enabling

technology infrastructure for ubiquitous
and convenient access to computing and
communications capabilities, faciliting
the daily work of faculty, students and
staff."2o

The assumption is that the institu-

tion must be responsive to

a

dynamic,

changing environment that is unpredictable, but that can be anticipated in part.
Thus, the emphasis is on understanding
how the environment has changed, is
changing, and may continue to change

2007 ACUTA Journal of Communications Technology in Higher Education

breaches continue to dominate as the
most pressing problem in the college

according to a study released by CDW

Government Consultancy.It Network
access control (NAC) challenges were
the focus of a major panel of security
experts atthe 2007 SPring InfoSec
Conference, where panelists shared their
views on selecting a NAC sYstem and
deploying identity management

technologies. NAC is the process of
performing a security check on all
devices requesting network access and
quarantining any device that needs

remediation. PhilliP Maier, vice
president of the information security
engineering, technolo gy, and network

group at Visa,

says,

"Netlvork

access

control is a great concept, but it presents
some obvious obstacles to overcome."12

In addition to these concerns, there
is the introduction of hYPervisor
technology in clustering and distributed
computing. "Hypervisor technology is
the single most important virtualization
development over the last five years,"
says Justin Steinman,

Novell's director

of product marketing. HYPervisor
technology is a software layer that sits
between the guest oPerating system and
the physical server. The software

controls the different operating systems
that are running on a virtualized server
and manages the flow of the hardware
resources to harness and control dozens,
hundreds or thousands of processors
and servers. "That's a challenge for highperformance computing users. How do
you make sure all those processors are
the exact same operating system with

the exact same patch with all the
different tweaks? If one box is out
sync,

it could bring the whole

of

system

down;'13 states Steinman.

Finally, the recurring topic of RFID
security flaws continues to make
headlines with the U.S. Department
State's plans to issue passports with

of

RFID chips containing personal
information. In March 2007, a security
expert cracked one of the U.K.'s new
biometric passports that use RFID to
store personal information, and
IOActive demonstrated at the 2007 RSA
Security Conference an RFID cloner that
can steal codes

from building

access

cards.e These and other headlines

regarding RFID security flaws over the
past 12 months have brought renewed
attention to the fact that RFID is
vulnerable.la
Summary

Thirty years ago there were no
hypervisors, personal computers, cell
phones, laptops, PDAs, Web browsers,

Internet, or ISP providers. Over the last
three decades, high-powered PCs with

than $500, RFID tags enabling inanimate things to identi$, themselves
wirelessly, and policy-based technology

that manages risk by integrating
endpoint security, access control,
identity, and configuration manage-

6. Keene State College's strategic plan
7. Texas

ment.23,2a

Creative leadership means seeing the

future and its opportunities-from the
fingertip-sized memory chip to the lowpowered LEO communication satellites
to the most advanced semiconductor
and multimedia technologies. professionals in the college and university
ecosystem must be visionaries, innova-

tors, arbiters, connectors, translators,
and bridges to the future. The Net and
associated digital communications

technologies are no longer new, but they
are still momentous and experimental in
many ways. It's a lot like watching an

old T.J. Hooker rerun. It's packed with
adventure. But unlike Bill Shatner, you
can't call in a stunt double. \Vhenever
you find yourself speeding down the

information superhighway, you have to
endure the consequences.
James S. Cross, PhD, a former president of

college and university ecosystem.

at crossjs@longwood.edu.

So what's hot for 2008 and beyond?
Plug and play, multimedia, IP version 6,
universal messaging, IP multicasting,

marketing at Longwood. She can be reached at
wrightlb@longwood.edu.

do with the Internet and Web-based

applications. lust think of what's been
developed in the past decade: cell
phones with cameras, BlackBerry e-mail,
pocket PCs, iPod music players,

networks on a chip, GPSs that let you
know when you are approaching a
McDonald's, powerful PCs that cost less

Economics at Longwood University. Reach Jim

Linda B. Wright, PhD, is associate professor of
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Deploying Media Switching Systems
For Educational lnstitutions

George Kassas
Cedar Point Communications, lnc.

Voice over IP (VoIP) offers tremendous
opportunities for colieges and universi-

enabling new services across multiple

to reduce telecommunications costs
while improving communications
within and between campuses, but to
truly benefit from VolP educational
institutions need to simplifu telecom-

Educational institutions can deploy
the carrier-class SAFARI C3 platform to

ties

munications operations and drive down
the cost of delivering VoIP services.
Legacy PBX platforms are expensive

to maintain and operate, and telecommunications services can potentially be
one of the largest line items in the
budget of a college or university. But
educational institutions can remove the
business and technical obstacles to

bandwidth costs and supPort disaster
recovery efforts.
Cedar Point Communications, Inc.,
has created and commerciaiized SAFARI
C3,

an entirely new category ofVoIP-

SAFARI C3 relies on patented technology that combines the functionality of

and Iocations.

single system to deliver superior

The SAFARI C3'" Media
Switching System delivers carrier-

reliability and performance while
simplifying VoIP implementations. It
greatly reduces on-going support and

needs of educational institutions.

Colleges and universities can
replace multiple PBX Platforms

with

a single SAFARI C3, and

they can evolve from carrier-

their
own private VoIP service, reducing both
based Centrex services to

capital and operational expenses while

in Hightr

multiple locations. They can also reduce

operations and reducing the cost
of delivery VoIP services to
students, faculty, administrators,

address the telecommunications

*rirmer Z0OZ ACUTA Jwmd of Cmmuni6tbna'Teohn@gy

other campus facilities, and they can
create peering relationships with other
campuses to deliver features such as
abbreviated dialing and hunt groups to

based equipment ideal

and is built to suPPort future
multimedia aPPlications to

24

deliver highly reliable services to
dormitories, administrative offices, and

deploying VoIP technologY in
campuses by greatlY simPlifYing

grade voice networking services

Figure 1. The SAFARI C3 emPowers
colleges and universities to oller competitive lifeline VoIP and multimedia services.

buildings and campuses.

Ed@lion

for campuses
services.
telephony
line
primary
offering

multiple distributed elements into one

administration costs, and creates
improved economics for campuses while
offering tremendous depioyment
flexibility. SAFARI C3 removes the
complexity of deploying and managing
older VoIP infrastructure and reduces
the capital and operational costs
dramatically when compared to
alternative soiutions that rely on
multiple gateways, soft switching
elements, and hardware platforms.

ADVERTORIAL

Reducing the Cost of Delivering Volp
A11 colleges and universities face
tremendous pressure to
manage costs, and SAFARI C3 offers a compelling
solution

reducing the total cost of or,vnership (TCO)
of deploying a
complete VoIp solution. It costs much less
than purchasing

for

discrete IP-PBX solutions and minimizes_or
in some cases
eliminates-the need for additional information
technology

(IT) or telecommunications personnel for VoIp
deployments.
SAFARI C3 requires a fraction ofthe resources
needed for
deployment, support, and maintenance of solutions
that rely
on complex, distributed softswitching technology.
This approach avoids the operational complexities
of
existing discrete Ip-pBX solutions, making
campus VoIp
services easy to operate and economical
to deploy and manage.
This highly scalable solution can support from
Z,S0O to
100,000+ lines on a single platform, allowing
educational
institutions to expand VoIp services to neighboring
institutions
and the community without compromising
service quality.

It simplifies operarions by offering

platform that
eliminates the need to purchase, deploy, und
ma,rug. _arry
a single

separate network elements. SAFARI C3 provides
superior
performance and reliability, and significantly
reduces capital
expenditures, system integration requirements,
and operations
costs while increasing network integrity and
security.

Simplifying Campus Operations

In a distributed Ip-pBX architecture model, there
are many
network elements that must be deployed and
these network elements are provided by

managed. Often
multiple vendors, so

IT or telecommunications organizations must make
major
investments in integration and must carefully
manage each

new software release or upgrade to ensure ongoing
operations.
But SAFARI C3 is the only totally integrated carrier
class
switch that incorporates the functions of the voice
switching
infrastructure, eliminating the need to purchase,
maintain,
upgrade, and regression test separate:

.
.
'
.
.
.
.

Call management servers

Media gateways
Record-keepingservers

Announcement servers
Signaling gateways

Ethernet switches
Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement
Act
(CALEA) servers

Figure 2. SAFARI Cr offers an integrated architecture
that allolvs colleges
and universities to avoid thc cost and complexity
of depiol,ing multiple
platforms to support discrete Ip-ptsX solution..'

SAFARI Cr is future-architected to allow educational
institutions to leverage their initial equipment investments
in

voice technology as they introduce services
such as video
telephony and fixed-mobile applications. New
applications can
be integrated into SAFARI Ci or can be accessedvia

third_

party application servers.

See

Figure 2.

The Availability and Reliability That Colleges
Require

The integrated architecture of SAFARI C3 allows
the system to
deliver the availability and reliability levels needed
for voice
services. SAFARI C3 is designed as a fully redundant
ancl

highly available fault-tolerant system. Each card
rype in the
switch is protected by a standby card in eithera
1: i or a I :N
protection scheme, and the operator can speci{,
the frequency
with which the internal real_time database is backed
up onto
an externai server. SAFARI Cr relies on a proven
operating
system designed for carrier_grade switching,
and it delivers the
same reliability, stability, and security of a
Class 5 switch and

offers hot upgrade functionality for software updates
without
service disruption. See Figure 3 on page 26.
Leveraging SIP

Educational institutions can meet both the availability
and
reliability expectations of voice services, and they
can ofler
innovative new services. Session initiation p.oto.ol (SIp)
end
points can be deployed in dormitories, administration
buildings, and instructional facilities, providing colleges
and
universities with the opportunity to take advantage
ofnew
telecommunications services. SAFARI C3 also supports
SIp

ADVERTORIAL
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Multiple call Servers, R3d|cine costs and
Personal Communicotions Services
Enhonced
Enobling

sAFARt c3 Replaces

Peering CamPus

ll

C3 has a full-duplex'
emerging multimedia demands' SAFARI
optical backplane
Gbps redurdant switching fabric with an
SO

for
that provides the capacity and performance needed
applications. In fact, for 100'000 lines of VolP
multimedia

of the B0 Gbps
traffic, SAFARI Cr will use less than six Percent
switching fabric'

il

il

==q.

M

m

\ry},

costs ofVoIR simplii
L-igurc 3. Colleges and universities can reduce thc
,"",rr"tt np..uiiorr. and efficientl,v deliver enhanced telecommunications

senices to students, facult,v, and staff'

FlexibilitY

regulatory
SAFARI C3 is a flexible solution that supports
infraexisting
with
smoothly
integrates
and
requirements
allows
standards
industry
for
Native support
structure.

with the PSTN'
SAFARI Cr to provide smooth connectivity
(CAS)
Signaling
Native support for Channel Associated
of all
trunks in SAFARI Cr enables simple implementation
regulatory features, such as E91 1 emergency services'
Disaster Recovery

that disrupts telecommunications
be backed up by an
services, an active SAFARI C3 platform can
building or
inactive SAFARI Cr potentially located in another
recampus. This allows subscribers to be administratively

In the event of
public
peering, so colieges and universities can bypass the
same
the
over
network and interconnect multiple campuses
and reduce equipment and bandwidth costs
phone network
while offerir-rg integrated, easy-to-use services such
abbreviated dialing across n-rultiple campuses'

as

Fixed-Mobile Gonvergence

telecomStudents, faculty, and staff can also access advanced
SAFARI
munications services over camPus wireless networks'
handoffs
and
roaming
seamless
support
Cr is architected to
a SIP
between WiFi and mobile cellular networks through
interface to an external application server' Educational
faculty'
ir.rstitutions can provide adclitional value to students'
and
and staff by providing them with one phone number
making
allolving them to save money on ceilular minutes by
Cr'
SAFARI
With
hotspot'
wireless
cails from any on-campus
withcompete
educational institutions can embrace-not

cellular services.
Multimedia Services

wideiy recogThe evolution of the converged IP network is
critical campus
many
addressing
of
nized as uniquely capable
enable disaster
costs'
reduce
to
challenges, including the needs
and
recovery planning, support remote collaboration'
network'
the
accommodate increased student demands on
today' but
Powerful and efficient voice switching is essential
supPort
educational institutions also need the ability to

a disaster

homed to the inactive SAFARI C3 and allows educational
institutions to quickly and seamlessly restore telecommunica-

tion services'
SecuritY

Using
SAFARI C'provides a single point for firewalling'
each
from
addresses
user
hide
to
possible
SAFARI Cr it is
such as
standards
intercept
lawful
other. SAFARI Cr supports
agencies
enforcement
law
other
CALEA so campus police and
can place legal wiretaps when necessary'
Management

Cr' The
Operations staff can centrally manage SAFARI
(EMS)
supports
System
Element Management

SafariVierv"

(fault'
the full FCAPS suite of management functions
and
security)
and
configuration, accounting, performance'
complete
for
integrates them into a feature-rich GUI platform
Switching
management of Cedar Point's SAFARI Cr Media
System.

and
SafariView EMS allows for a single point of command

controlforone-or-moreSAFARIC]platforms'Usingasimple
Web browser, an oPerator can set uP a simple SOAPiXML
SafariView
based client-server HTTP(s) session with the

ADVERTORIAL
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server that, in turn, has access to the individual
SAFARI Cl
switches. The easy-to-use, intuitive interface
allows operators

to swiftly learn horv to effectively administer and
operate
SAFARI C3 platforms.
Relying on a Converged Campus Solution

Cedar Point Communications has teamed up with
PAETEC
and Sentri, Inc., to develop a comprehensive Ip
communica_

tions solution that addresses the unique needs of colleges
and
universities in realizing the full benefits of a converged
Ip
network, including the migration to VoIp.

With the Converged Campus solution, network managers
with proven world_class products and services

are provided

that allow them to painlessly migrate costly and service_

limited PBX systems or carrier-based hosted solutions to
true carrier-grade network capable of achieving the full

a

technology and operational benefits promised by Ip.
The
result is a greatly simplified and highly cost_effective
network

that virtually eliminates technology uncertainty and imple_
mentation complexity while ensuring the full value of Ip
convergence.

Implementing and managing a converged Ip network has
caused apprehension and delay due to questions
about
technology complexity, economic uncertainty, service
continuity, and IT integration. The Converged Campus
offering is a comprehensive network solution from three

of

the leading providers ofconverged Ip networks that reduces
technology risks, ensures continuity of services and allows
campuses to benefit

from advanced Ip services.

Centered on the SAFARI C3 carrier-class switching
platform, the Converged Campus solution offers telecommu_
nications qualitS reliability, scaiability, and performance
in a
revolutionary, integrated design. This means that the same
switch that conforms to the demanding and standards_
compliant requirements of the pSTN can be placed on
campus with less complexity than alternative solutions.
By
utilizing IP carrier connectivity, networks gain significant
efficiencies in off-net and remote interconnection, enabling
the full value of advanced Ip services.

Converged Campus solution applies the best products, services
and support capabilities to allow educational institutions
to
realize the maximum value of converged Ip networks.
A Proven Solution for Educational lnstitutions

Designed to accommodate not only current voice service
needs
but also the anticipated migration to video telephony, multime_
dia services, and fixed-mobile convergence, SAFARI C3 provides

superior performance and reliability and significantly reduces
capital expenditures as well as system integration and opera_
tional costs for colleges and universities. The SAFARI Cr totally
integrated voice and multimedia switch from Cedar point

Communications provides educational institutions with a
cost-efficient, Iess complex VoIp softswitching solution. For
more informarion on deploying SAFARI Ci to simplif, the
delivery ofVoIP across colleges and universities, please visit
www. cedarp oin tcom.

co

m.

George Kassas is founder and executive vice president,
business
development, at Cedar point Communications. Visit Cedar point
online at
www.cedarpoi ntcom.com.
Printed with pernission from Cedar point Communications.
SAFARI Cr and
Safari\riew are trademarks of Cedar point. Any non_Cedar point
trademarks are
properties of their respective owners.

The Converged Campus solution includes a set of
technical services that support the campus implementation

from start to finish, including network analysis, back office
integration, operations management and IT consulting.
The

This advertorial was purchased and protluceti by Cetlar point
Communico_
tions. ACUTA, as an association, does not enrlorse or recomnterul
an,
company or product.
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Going Wireless at Fiber SPeeds

Curt Harler

Contributing Editor

minutes
future
the
on Old Main lawn to realize
of communications on college campuses

It

takes

little more than

a few

is wireless. Cell phones, BlackBerrys,
WiFi, and wireless broadband access

all

are part of the mix.

Schools from Boston UniversitY
Medical School to Dartmouth College in
Hanover, New HamPshire, are moving
ahead with their wireless strategies, as
well. The imPetus can be network
backup, as in BU's situation, or to work
around some ticklish access restraints, as
at

Dartmouth. In both

chose a WiFiber

cases, the school

link-a

wireless system

that allows throughput at fiber speeds'
"For us it was the belt-and-suspenders approach," quiPs Paul Sheehan,
director of networks at Boston Univer-

sity Medical School. The school does not
want any part of the network falling

down on the job. It went with a gigabit
wireless backuP system to Provide
redundancy for a fiber link after a
disaster showed just how vulnerable any
part of the network can be.

Backing UP Fiber

The link at BU's Medical School has
been up for about 18 months'

"When we first Put it in, it was
providing us 10 times the throughput of
our leased fiber," Sheehan recalls' They
were leasing a 100 MBps fiber line' The
wireless link Provided a full gig.
The WiFiber comes from a comPany
called GigaBeam (www.gigabeam.com,

Herndon, Virginia). It is a point-topoint wireless solution that provides
ultra-high-speed communications at
one gigabit per second-equivalent to

or 1,000 DSL connections'
It is as fast as terrestrial fiber with high
availability in Boston University Medical

647 T1 lines

School's setting, where it was installed to
back up a traditional fiber link.

That link is vital. It carries all of the
campus's Web traffic and e-mail, and is

manhole fire that melted the fiber that
our leased line ran on," Sheehan says'
Luckily, the disaster haPPened on a
weekend. "We were uP and running
again by late SundaY night"'

WiFiber utilizes radio frequencY
authorized by the FCC within the 71-76

But that was a clear warning signal
that anything can happen on any link'
"ln looking at a backup link, we wanted
to ensure that we had a diverse path' A
wireless link gave us that option," he

GHz and B1-86 GHz sPectrum'

continues.

Summer 2OO7 ACUTAJournal

of Medicine to BU's main undergrad
campus. The link spans about two miles'

the link back and forth between the
medical school and the main Charles
River campus for anyone who needs to
access information at the other site'

'A lew

28

The BU wireless run is a single
point-to-point link from the BU School

of Communications Technology in Higher Education

years back there was a

With the widesPread dePloYment of
WiFi access hubs and similar
bandwidth-eaters on campuses, many
schools find themselves starved for
capacity that can be deployed quickly'
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There are several similar products
available to colleges. The GE-80X and

system ... much less one that was a

Pushing Pencil

relatively long-haul link.

A link like the one at Boston University
Medical School listed out at about
$75,000. That's not small Potatoes.

AR-80X from BridgeWave Communications Qwvw.bridgewave.com)

ar e

"We brought it uP, got it running,

80

it some, got comfortable with it,
and then waited for the weather to hit,"
trveaked

GHz link products. The former is good
to 8000 meters (five miles) and the latter

he says. This was in December 2004'

has a range over 9,600 meters (six miles).

Terabeam (www.terabeam.com) is a

WiMAX solutions and similar wireless
solutions. Proxim's Gigalink Series gives
schools lull-duplex point-to-point
wireless bridges. Their links are mainly

great. Only a heary rain will take

the licensed

7

l-7 6 G}{z frequency band.

Note that the cost of a unit will vary
with the distance it can reliably bridge
and with the reliability of the band in
which it operates. As a rule, Iicensed is
better, but more expensive. In a rural
setting, a licensed frequency might be
unnecessary. At an urban camPus,

it will

Boston University installed
GigaBeam's WiFiber2 model to

link the

tlvo campuses.
Weathering Reliability

If

Sheehan could do one thing over,

it

might be to use shorter hops. The twomile wireless run has occasional weather
problems that Sheehan does not see on
some of the short, unlicensed microwave
links on campus.
'As it is, we get 3-nines (99.9
percent) reliability," he says. Sheehan
knew that the weather, in stormy Boston,
could be a challenge to any wireless

Summer

it

ago, he was

down.
"showers

rich. We put a lot of thought into
before we spent the moneY."

He was also aware that, two Years
looking at cutting-edge,

it

gigabit technology. "We were using it as
are fine," Sheehan says.

can handle them."

"It

In fact, they made the

wireless link their primary for a while

a

backup on a critical link," he points

out.

until the heary rains hit. As luck would

Some pencil-pushing showed that
the payback on the initial investment

have it, the vice president's office was

would be under two years. "That's

affected by the rain fade. But the link
works well at any other time, and

with the link. And, he
points out, any wire-line link is susceptible to cable cuts and the myriad other
disasters-including manhole fi resSheehan is pleased

"It's great to have it," Sheehan

"It

says.

works."

While his short-run, nonlicensed
microwave hops seem to handle the

rain situations better, they do pick
up interference from other devices, even

heavy

though their runs are short-typically
two or three city blocks. Those nonlicensed runs are the only links to the
administration buildings at 560 and 580
Harrison, so they are key parts of the
network.
The wireless link was added to the
Boston University management system

like any other piece of networking
equipment. "This includes'ping' polling
and SNMP monitoring," Sheehan saYs.
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good," he says.

In addition to the initial cost of
equipment and installation, there is

a

$4,000 annual maintenance fee plus the
license.

Contrasted to the lease fee for fiber

that can interruPt service.

He likes the licensed bandwidth.

be a must.
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The weather hit. First it was a
snow, the system did just fine. There
were other snowfalls. Everything was

intended for short and medium range
outdoor links on fast Ethernet, OC-3
(155 Mbps) and Gigabit Ethernet (1.25
Gbps) interfaces. They operate in the 5764 GHz unlicensed frequency band and

looked hard at the numbers," Sheehan
says. "We are a university. We are not

blizzard.In winds of 60 mPh and fine

large corporation that controls Proxim
(www.proxim.com), which provides

"When I first went into this, I really

from RCN-which runs in
$3,000 a

month-the

excess

of

wireless link is

almost cheap.
"We expected to get four or five years

out of the equipment, at least, so the cost
of the wireless units over that time
frame was much more attractive than
another leased line," he says.
Installation went well. Even though
BU Medical School is in the middle of a
big city, they were able to get the line of
sight it required. "With any wireless
system, you have to watch out that

nothing comes up that interferes with
transmission," Sheehan says. That
includes the initial installation and any
future construction that could block the

link. The college has some tall buildings
and Sheehan was able to run the hoP

from the top of one iS-story building to
the top of another l0-story building.

adjusting the radios so they could "see',
one another. "The system came right

"One end is on the roof of a research
building, and the other is on the roof of
a dormitory," Sheehan explains.
"Locating the radios wasn't much of a

up," Sheehan continues.

especially those serving colleges in urban

While Boston University Medical
School uses the wireless fiber as a

areas-will require fiber-speed

challenge as we own the buildings and
have access to the rooftops." Once the

locations were established, Sheehan
wanted to be sure the radios staved in
p1ace.

"We installed a four-inch diameter
pole-a nice, sturdy pole-in concrete
at the edge of the buildings," he says.

"We wanted to keep it steady in the
wind." From there, it was a matter of

backup, it also can be used to create
ubiquitous high-speed campus networks

in addition to virtual private networks.

It can provide access and backhaul
between buildings and also to points of
presence in metropolitan area networks.
It is also ideal for backhaul of data,
voice, video, and images from cell towers
and WiMAX cell sites.
With the proliferation of many new
and data-intensive applications provided

Gommunit6@, the Next Generation

Voicemail Replacement Solution
Future Proot Solution

-

0pen standards SIP-based software-only solution

-Cost-effective migration path to lp telephony

-

Broad feature set including voicemail, unified
messaging and enhanced messaging

For more information, please clntact Tier,s
Communit1 Sales Team at 900-476-A767

*@
m.l

NTTRACt

lvr

Elrrr

.l
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with

ce1l phones to the campus community, many existing cell towers-

backhaul. This technology could be a
practical alternative to expensive and

time-consuming trenching to lay
terrestrial fiber to cell towers. It also has
some interesting, backward-looking

applications-backward in time, that

is.

Historic Preservation

Dartmouth, the nation's ninth-oldest
college and a member of the Ivy League,
is a private, four-year, liberal arts,

coeducational coliege with schools of

between the data center and Baker Hall'
the campus administration center in

high-speed wireless. This allowed them
to both keep the historic structures

features state-of-the-art academic

Hanover, to enhance netlvorking among
campus buildings, improve the college's

intact and provide 21st-centurY
connectivity.

facilities.

network resiliencY, and enable new

Whether for backuP or for dePloYment convenience, the schools with
ultra-high-speed wireless seem happy

business, engineering, and medicine as

well as 18 graduate programs in the arts
and sciences. Its 200-acre main campus

applications.

As an old I'vy League school,

Dartmouth has several historic buildings
that require modern communications.
Like Boston University Medical School,
Dartmouth turned to high-sPeed
wireless to link the buildings. One
interesting aspect of the installation is
that there are no radios on the outsides

The second link ties the MarY
Hitchcock Hospital back to Baker Hall.
The third is a short hoP between two

other buildings.
Dave Bucciero, director of technical
services at

Dartmouth, said the original

with the solution.
At Boston UniversitY Medical
School, the link now oPerates in a
backup mode to the existing leased line.
"When we do fail-over to the wireless

reason for the deployment was to help

link, all data campus traffic to the

of the buildings.

Dartmouth address the rapidly growing

"We penetrate 80 Percent of glass,"
says GigaBeam vice president )ohn

high speed network demands of its
advanced information environment. He
noted that the solution is appropriate for

Internet and between camPuses flows
over that link," Sheehan saYs.

Krzl,wicki. "ln this case, we are dealing
with 100-year-old, historically preserved, leaded glass."

Dartmouth College installed three of
the ultra-high-speed WiFiber wireless

fiber links.
The installation of the initial link at

Dartmouth was started two years ago.
This gigabit Ethernet link was deployed

Register
Today!

Dartmouth, in that it maintains one of
the most advanced universitY IT
infrastructures in the country.
That infrastructure serves a number
of old buildings. To avoid tearing into
walls and the other disturbance
necessary to run hard-wired links to the
buildings, Dartmouth went with the

He says the gigabit wireless is perfect

for their redundancy requirements. "It
depends on how much redundancy You
need. This is more than an acceptable
design

with the fiber and the gigabit

wireless," he concludes.
Curt Harler is a freelance writer and contributing

editor to lhe ACUTA Journal. Reach Curt at
curtharler@adelphia.net.
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Are responsible for communications technology on a college campus.
Want to know more about issues that face higher ed communications technology such as
VolP, security, wireless, financial models, legislative/regulatory issues, and more.
Appreciate the opportunity to network with hundreds of your peers from campuses across
North America.
.l00
technology companies'
Want to learn about new products and services from more than
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Voice over lP
lP Hosted Telephony
Dynamic lP Service/SlP trunking
MPLS lP network with QoS
VolP Network Design and integratron

Business Continuity I Disaster Recovery
Carrier Diversity
Facilities Diversity (Wireline and Wireless)
Central Office & Switch Diversity
Protocol Diversity (TDM and lF)

lnterview

Shirley C. Willihnganz, Ph.D.
Executive Vice President and University Provost
University of Louisville

ACUTA: What drove the UniversitY of
economics, future- Proofing of the
university infrastructure' or emergency

tions around and through campus. Was
this a determining factor in Your
commitment to this technology? Where
is UofL in its implementation of VoIP

response options that it provides, or are

and these special features?

there other reasons?

Willihnganz: While integration with
unified communications is part of our
long-term strategy, it was not a driving
factor in our decision to choose VoIP. At

Louisville to embrace VoIP? Was it the

After completing her Ph.D. in Organizational
Communication at the University of Illinois,
Urbana, Shirley Willihnganz came to UofL in
1985 as a faculty member in the College of Arts
and Sciences Department of Communication.
Shirley has also served the College of Arts and
Sciences as Associate Dean for Personnel and
Acting Dean of the College. She has served on
many college and university-wide committees as
well as several community boards, including:
Women4Women, the ]. B. Speed Art Museum,
Leadership Louisville, and Greater Louisville, Inc.
She is also involved at the state and national
levels with organizations in her field of
communication as well as associations of higher
education.
Shirley Willihnganz's instructional areas
include Business and Professional Communication, Organizational Communication and Health
Communication. Her research area is communication concerns in large, complex organizations
with expertise in the area of communications in
health organizations.

In May, 2004, Dr. Willihnganz was named
Executive Vice President and University Provost
at the University of Louisville after serving in an

acting capacity from Spring,2002.
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Willihnganz: The UniversitY of
Louisville chose to embrace VoIP as
part of our strategy to create and
maintain a state-of-the-art technology
infrastructure, continuing to build a
strong foundation for the recruitment
of top research faculty. While this
initiative began as a strategic one to
convert our camPus to a converged
voice/data network, we found considerable savings from replacing our
previous Centrex environment with
VoIP.

In addition, we found that the
return on investment for the conversion
was enough to self-fund the project. We

this time, we have focused on aggressive
implementation and conversion of
more than 7,500 facultY and staff
phones to VolP technology. In addition
to applications that will help us make

our campus safer, we are exploring IP
video and integrated messaging.
ACUTA: What blueprint did UofL
follow to implement VoIP? How much
assistance was provided by the vendor,
other universities, or other sources, or
did you create your own bluePrint?

recognized that VoIP applications such
as E911, broadcast alerts, and more

Willihnganz: Through an RFP Process,
UofL formed a strategic partnership
with BellSouth and Cisco so that we

would be beneficial to the university'
Our strategy to implement E911 to the
location of the port and the ability to

could achieve an aggressive 14-month
implementation of the camPus
deployment. While we relied on the

issue emergency broadcast messages

vendors to assist us through the

through VoIP phones for campus safety
was validated even more by the tragedy

implementation, most of this project
was led with university expertise. Our
in-house technical team worked with
each vendor to form a detailed project

at

Virginia Tech.

ACUTA: VoIP and its imPlementation
provide a lot of options for universities.
First and probably foremost is the
integration with unified communica-
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plan for deployment. We are currently
on schedule and on budget to meet our
June 2007 completion date.

ACUTA: What were some of the
economic, technical, and political
hurdles you encountered in making
your converged system (VoIP espe-

cially) operational?
Willihnganz: Our migration to VoIP
required substantial funding. In a time
when many public universities were
suffering cutbacks, receiving approval
for this type of expenditure was
extremely difficult. Many did not
understand the long-term benefits of
the technology and questioned some of
the initial deployment expenses, such as
the cost of handsets.

the decision to self-fund the project

Willihnganz: We were pleasantly
surprised at the minimal issues we

using a combination of savings from

experienced and the quick adoption

reduced Centrex costs and long-term

rate by our university community. An

financing. In addition, we experienced
some technical hurdles such as providing adequate standby power to the

extended pilot, which included our own

To overcome these hurdles, we made

handsets during electrical outages.

ACUTA: In regard to the thousands of
faculty/staff/students at UofL, was the
implementation seamless or was
extensive training required? How was
the user training done, and what
glitches happened with regard to this
aspect

of the implementation?

technical community, allowed us to
streamline processes and address
communication and training issues
before our full implementation. During
conversion, we provided several handson training sessions with a dedicated inhouse trainer on site at each cutover

location. The more advanced, multiline users, such as office administrators,
required additional in-depth training.

Consulting In Telecommunications,
Networks, & Information Technolo gy
In Higher Education
'*lt.
!.

Strategy

Acquisition
2I

3-622-4444

vrvvw.wtc-inc.net

wtc@wtc-inc.net

Imolementation

We continuously monitored customer

tors-began in mid-2006.

satisfaction through surveys and have
achieved overall satisfaction approaching 90 percent.

schedule to complete this phase in fune
of this year. The last phase of the

ACUTA: UofL is moving toward a
converged network on campus.
Describe what this converged voice,
data and video campus will provide

housing lines to VolP-will be completed prior to fall semester 2007.

We are on

6snvql5ien-rlpgrading 1,800 resident

Our project has very distinct phases

technical perspective.

and definitely has an end. Phases
included: planning, infrastructure
preparation, piloting, campus deploy-

Willihnganz: Our goal is to make the
move to a converged campus network
completely seamless to our users. From

Application development and network
maintenance, of course, will be ongoing

from

a user perspective

and from

a

standpoint, they will notice fewer
cable and wires at workstations and the
a user

ability to access new features without
interrupting daily work activities. We
will be able to add new features and
applications such as IP video, broadcast
alerts, and more to any data port using
network programming.
ACUTA: How long has this project

it really have an end, or is it
perpetual work in progress? Are there
discernible phases for an initiative of
this magnitude?
taken? Does
a

Willihnganz: After a multi-year pilot,
the main conversion phase-providing
VoIP to faculty, staff, and administra-

ment, and resident housing conversion.

efforts.

To meet future regulatory requirements, our E91 1 capabilities are able to

pinpoint the location of a 91 I caller
down to the port. In addition to local
law enforcement, our campus public
safety department is notified so that
they may properly respond as well.

ACUTA: If you could do anything
differently, or if you were asked to
advise another campus, what important
lessons could you share from your
experience?

Willihnganz: You can never communicate too much. Effective communica-

ACUTA: With converged networks and
especially VoIR what security and

regulatory issues were problematic? For
example, E91 I , especially with wireless
service. How was that overcome? Was

tion is critical at all levels. Senior
administration needs to understand the
financial impact and potential return
on investment. In addition, communication to the departments on a regular

security for core services impacted?

basis, especially

Willihnganz: Security concerns were
important to us. We implemented our
system with firewall protection and
redundancy for security purposes. We
also worked closely with Uofls
Department of Public Safety and our

essential. The more

legal counsel to ensure that concerns

during the cutover, is
informed your

community is, the more successful the
migration will be.
ACUTA thanks Dr. Willihnganz for taking the

time to respond to our questions and share her

insights into Uofl's VolP conversion. Visit UofL
at http://louisville.edu.

Y

about campus safety and security were
addressed.

Do a friend a favor: lnvite them to join ACUTA today!
If you are not an ACUTA member, or if you know someone on another campus who is not

a member,

I encourage you to

consider the many benefits of membership in this organization. Participating in ACUTA has helped me grow profession-

ally and contribute more effectively to the mission of my school in so many ways. ACUTA offers opportunities to serve in
governance of the association, to make presentations, to write for the various publications, and especially to learn from
your peers on other campuses. I consider the dues an investment with a very high return.

Mary Lou East-Emmons, Indiana University at Bloomington
ACUTA Membership Committee Chair
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Open-Source VolP for Colleges and Universities

Chad Agate

Voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) telephone

adds, or changes

NeoPhonetics

systems are attractive to colleges and universities

from a PBX vendor or a technician on staff.
The cost of service calls adds up. In contrast,
the management of extensions in a VoIP system
takes place through changes to the software
configuration, accomplished internally with
intuitive graphical user interfaces.

for their potential to reduce total telecommunications costs and for many advanced features they
offer faculty, students, and staff. VolP saves money
by reducing recurring monthly telecommunications provider charges and maintenance and
support costs. The advanced feature sets ofVoIR

including conferencing capabilities and unified
messaging, work well with university cultures that
tend to embrace new technologies.
However, a recent survey conducted by ACUTA
shows that while VoIP is a frequent discussion

topic among technology professionals in higher
education, the deployment rate is low. One of the
reasons might be that VoIP solutions still have
implementation risks for colleges and universities.
Open-source VoIP solutions minimize many of
the risks associated with VoIP but also introduce

other issues universities must consider when
deploying VoIP. What are the rewards and risks of
VolP in a university setting, and how can open-

ofan extension require

a

visit

More than cost savings, VolP enables many
new or expanded feature sets that technologically sawy constituents demand. Open-source
PBX software is built with the session initiation

protocol (SIP) as one of the many signaling
standards between telecommunications devices.
SIP enables a range of previously disparate
applications to be unified. For example, with
SIP, users can create unified messaging
environments, integrate into existing directory
services infrastructure, and enable integrated

desktop videoconferencing.
VolP Risks Demand Careful Attention to the New
PBX Platform

source VoIP solutions maximize an institution's

Savings and advanced features aside, universi-

return on investment while overcoming many

ties need to consider VoIP carefully before

VolP Savings and Features Encourage Higher

implementing it. VoIP implementations
frequently go wrong because administrators do
not understand where and how to achieve

Education Adoption

savings, do not invest

With open source, VoIP savings are achieved in
two primary areas-reduced monthly telecommu-

upgrades to ensure a quality system, or

implementation obstacles?

in critical infrastructure

nications service charges and reduced service and
support costs for the PBX system. Reduced

implement a complete VoIP convergence with a
single vendor that can create an unhealthy
product dependence and/or an inflexible, long-

monthly service charges can be achieved because

term relationship that cannot be easily termi-

some calls are exclusively routed over internal data

nated.

networks within the university system.
More substantial savings are generated from

Savings from VoIP are dependent on
sensible network design, selection

of cost-

reduced annual maintenance charges. Time

effective vendors and products, and the ability

division multiplexing (TDM) systems are primarily based on hardware and hard wiring, so moves,

to manage changes internally. First, it is
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mented on existing data netrvorks. Many
VoIP engineers unwisely design separate
netr,vorks for voice traffic and reduce

gence. PBX systems that cannot work

potentirl savings by purchasing

with other systems create two distinct
problems. Fir't, these systems require
total convergence from the old system to

unnecessary switches, routers, or other

the new system at once. Thus, universi-

companies is built in to the cost of the
products. Open-source PBX solutions

hardware for a separate network for

ties do not have adequate time ttl

are available to the general public at

voice trafflc. Second, VoIP savings can

evaluate and experiment with the ner'v

iittle or no cost, and are based on

evaporate if r.endors charge high prices

system

in real-life circumstances. The
investment in the new system is total

transparent open standards that are
established by the developer community

and absolute once the decision has been

Open-source solutions are more
often interoperable with a wide range of

for system integration and/or use
products that contain many separate
licensing fees for different features.
Finally, il university information
technology or telecornnrunications
departments cannot manage additional
PBX functions internally, they will trade
their existing dependence on a TDM
vendor for a new dependence on a VoIP
vendor, increasing costs for service ca11s
and maintenance.

made. Second, this lack of interoperability and large upfront investment
creates significant dependence between
the university and the product and
vendor. The university has little control
to influence incremental product and
service pricing because it has a large
fixed investment in an inflexible PBX
system.

VoIP implementations often fail
because the network infrastructure does
not support quality of service. While
VoIP does not require a separate
network for telecommunicatior-rs, it does
require enhanced sr,vitching capability to

virtual local area networks,
quality of service, and power over
enable

Ethernet.
Finally, VoIP PBX system inflexibility
is a significant risk for VoIP conver-

The core advantage ofan opensource application, ol course. is price
savings. The reduction in cost for an

Open-source VolP maximizes many of
the core benefits of VoIP, while minimiz-

ing some of the risks. Compared with
proprietary VoIP solutions, open-source
VoIP PBXs are developed by a community of software developers through free
and transparent exchange of code, r,vhile

proprietary VoIP PBXs are developed by
private companies and are more

open-source PBX has many different
useful features lor universities. First and
foremost, it increases savings from the
new system. A proprietary PBX solution
generally requires new hardware, ne'rv
software, and the services of an appror.ed integrator to make sure the
system works on the

network. An open-

source PBX generally requires new

36th Annual Conference & Exhibition

Hotlywood, Ftorida
Westin Diptomat Resort & Spa

It's important that l, as an lT Director, keep up with what's new, and ACUTA
provides that. I have yet to go to an ACUTA event where I did not learn at
least two new things in every session I attended that I coutd use in my
office. ln addition, informal conversations give us opportunity to discuss
chattenges we atI face. We return to our campuses with workabte sotutions,
better prepared to share this knowtedge and to be leaders.

-Bill
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behind this increased interoperability is
its reliance on SIP. Interoperability of
proprietary solutions tends to be much
more limited because their protocols are
more often privately developed for
specific product lines.

How Does Open-Source Maximize Benefits

Juty 29-Augusl2, 2007
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technologies. The primary reason

and Minimize Risks of VolP?

Register
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commonly based on proprietary
standards deveioped with intellectual
property protection. R&D cost of these

H gher Education

Vereen, University

of North Corolino, Wilmington

hardware and the services ol an

integrator to design a system that
ensures the hardware and software

lunction together. Because software
costs are reduced from an open-source
application, there is a more pronounced
imprct on the cost rrf Iarge projectt
because soltware is commonly priced on
a per user basis.

Finally, open standards through
protocols ruch as SIP allort interoper
ability of applicirtions and incremental
gror'vth in a large university's PBX
system. Open-source PIIXs provide the
most interoperable platforms as r,r.ell as

Universities Must Balance 0pen-source
Risks Against lts Advantages

Open-source VoIP PBX implementa-

tions stil1 have meaningful risks for
universities. First, the open-source
integrator market is not nearly as l,r,ell

the most robust SIP platforms to build
an ever expanding set of telecommunications fezrtures. Open standards

also encourage the adoption of ad-

irnplemented in open-source softtvare
allolv rnost open-source PBXs to

vanced VoIP PBX feature sets. Proprietary PBX solutions generally require

integrate rvith existing TDM, digital, and
other VoIP PBX products. This enables

T}re price savings

from open source

additional licensing fees for each nerv
feature such as voicemail to e-mail, find
me/follorv me, or other advanced
unified communications applications.

universities to integrate their
systems

nel

PBX

into existing systems and

eliminates the need to commit to a huge
capital and technology investment.

developed as the reseller market for
proprietirry products. Second, opensource integrators tend to specialize in
softrvare application development more
than total VoIP netr,vork management.
Finally, too many open-source applications lack basic graphical user interfaces
that allow nontechnical staff to rnanirge
simple PBX administrative functions.
\A'hile the open-:()urcc conrrnunity
has developed robust PBX applications

TeLECoM TECHNoLoGY REsELLERS, LLC
WE BUY,'USED PHONES ANB.PARTS
.EIIANT TO LOTITIER YOUR BUT}GET?

,..THEN TRADE{N Y€UR OLD PHONES,'PARTS, MI$C. ITEHI$.
.,.IF WE..DON!T':HAVE|T WE'LL GET IT'FOR Yf1!t '
.,.GUAEANTEEB HIGHEST TRADE-IN VAIUE.PAID FoR cAsH
...TRAEE;IN.DOLLARS NEVER EXPIRE

:

.

P'REMIU,MS', FAID FOR CISCO,: $OttlE AUAYA AND
. :...
NORTEL M531. 6INI26,I BIV0IP.SETSJCARBS

636.527.7 1 OO www.TELTECHRESELLERS.coTu 6s,6.527.7 127 FAX

based on flexible,

All of the risks associated with open-

future-proof open

considering so that administrative staff
can confirm their ability to manage the

standards, there are fewer companies

source VolP solutions can be mitigated

integrating open-source solutions.
Moreover, open-source integrators

by how a college or university selects its
VoIP products and services. OPen-

commonly lack basic financial and
insurance support that is common
among proprietary vendors. Too often,
open-source integrators grow out of the

source and proprietaryVolP integrators
should both meet basic financial and
technical qualifications that are part of
any sensible business evaluation,

VoIP is no communications panacea for

open-source software development
community, so their expertise is heavily

including bid and performance bonding
as well as commercial certification on
the systems they sell. Frequently, the

valuable new approach that when
correctly implemented, yields more

weighted toward software expertise,
rather than network design and
management. A quality VolP implementation demands as much expertise
and attention to network design and
management as it does to VoIP PBX

software. Finally, universities cannot
realize the benefits of reduced support
and maintenance costs if day-to-day
management cannot easily be executed
by nontechnical staff.

and similar customers. SimilarlY,
universities are wise to review the

their experience with the relevant
software. Finally, universities should
experiment with the graphical user
interfaces of all the solutions they are

Conclusion-lntelligent Open-Source VolP
Solutions Maximize Results

colleges and universities,

best way to qualifr Potential vendors is
to seek multiple references from existing

network qualifications of both proprietary and open-source vendors as well

new system efficiently.

as

but it is a

unified communications and savings.
VoIP implementations succeed only
when the network is designed and
configured to prioritize voice traffic on a
network. VoIP savings materialize only
if the VoIP convergence does not involve
unnecessary network hardware expense
and avoids burdensome per user or per
feature software licensing fees. Savings
are realized only if support and
maintenance of a TDM system is
reduced or eliminated, rather than
merely replaced with similar support
and maintenance of a new VoIP PBX
system. VoIP's promise of advanced
features is apparent only when these
advanced features are affordable and

offer a level of flexibility integrated with
open standards used across the industry.
Open-source VoIP builds on the core
advantages

of a VoIP implementation. It

yields more savings and it produces
more accessible advanced features that

work with yesterday's, today's, and
tomorrow's technology. Seeking a
knowledgeable, financially stable opensource integrator is key to any successful

*,

*
*

I*b*u*dl0utbsl,nd,f*nd:'Eaising
Billing
Web-Enabled Directories

TCALL
A Division o,

GlmlElco

{800)356-9148 o (608)838-41 94

www.lcall.com/acutal
info@tcall.com
4800 Curtin

Drive. McFarland, Wl 53558

implementation. Open-source and
proprietary VoIP implementations alike
must be supported by a fully insured,
bonded integrator with demonstrated

nefivork design and software management expertise.
Chad Agate is CEO of NeoPhonetics, a

telephony provider that designs, implements,
and supports custom VolP systems for
enterprises and universities. Reach Chad at
chad.agate@neophonetics.com.
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Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey Peninsula Department of Defense Net
The Monterey Peninsula Department

of

well as joint service's cooperation,

nications transport system that intercon-

provides multiple discrete pathways

nects the Naval Postgraduate School and

with higher

its Annex, the Naval Research Labora-

and telecommunications capacities that

tory, the Fleet Numerical Meteorology

are capable of supporting both the

and Oceanography Center, the Defense

Manpower Data Center, the Defense
Language Institute Foreign Language

current and the future voice, video, and
data communications needs of the entire
Monterey Peninsula's Department of

Center and Presidio of Monterey, and

Defense community.

Ord Military Community at six hub sites
on the Monterey Peninsula. The project
is the result of a vision that evolved from
At the Annual Conference in )uly 2006, the Naval Postgraduate School received an honorable mention in the
competition for the Institutional Excellence Award. Left
to right: ACU'IA President Pat Todus, Northwestern Univ.;
Hank Hankins, Naval Postgraudate School; Awards Committee Chair Tammy C1oss, Duke Univ.; and Rick
Cunningham, PAETEC, sponsor of the award.

efforts at the Naval Postgraduate School
and the Defense Language Institute
Foreign Language Center and Presidio

of

Monterey to increase their operational
efficiency and reduce the costs

of

speeds,

more secure links,

Planning, Leadership, and Management

Support

When the infrastructure was in place in
May 2004, a working group representing
the Naval Postgraduate School, the
Defense Language Institute Foreign

Language Center and Presidio

communications.

of

Monterey, and the Naval Research Lab

The city of Monterey recognized that
communications infrastructure is a
strategic investment in the region's
economic vitality. It leveraged its cable
franchise agreement to provide optical
fiber for a regional institutional network
(I-Net) to support government, educaa

tion, and nonprofit organizations,
distinctive model among I-Nets
operating in the United States. In
response to requests by the Naval

a

began meeting. That group evolved into
the Monterey Peninsula Department

of

Defense CIO Council, which oversees
the progress of the Monterey Peninsula

Department of Defense Net by identif,ing the priorities of each institution,
outlining the goals, supervising ongoing
projects, and initiating new members
into the consortium.
The establishment of the Monterey
Peninsula Department of Defense Net

Language Institute Foreign Language

aligns with both the Department of
Nary Information Management and

Center and Presidio of Monterey, the city

Information Technology Strategic Plan

Postgraduate School and the Defense

allocated four dedicated strands

The Institutional Excellence Award is generously
sponsored by PAETEC.

federal, state, and local government as

Defense Net is a fiber-optic telecommu-

of

and the Naval Postgraduate School

optical fiber to link all of the noted
Department of Defense properties when
construction of the fiber-optic netrvork
was under way in2002. This new
infrastructure, recognized as a model for

Information Technology Strategic Plan,
by transforming aspects of telecommu-

nications management and acquisitions,
identiS,i ng effi ciencies, i mprovi ng
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investments, optimizing information
resources, forming

joint partnerships,

and continuing to support the mission-

critical needs of both the Department of
Nary and Department of Defense.
Promotion of Technology and Maturity of

Effort

chased, installed, and maintained by the

Postgraduate School and the Defense

using organization. Coordination with

Manpower Data Center. The Defense

NIPRNET and SIPRNET network
managers is required before the local
circuits supporting these networks can
be migrated onto the Monterey Peninsula Department of Defense Net.

Personnel Security Research Center

Two T1 circuits, operating between
The initial working group of the

the main campus of the Naval Post-

Monterey Peninsula Department of
Defense Net identified local communi-

graduate School and labs adjacent to its

cations circuits-which carried voice
and data information and cost approximately $191,000 annually-that could
be replaced by a private Department of
Defense network. Considering that the
Defense Language Institute Foreign
Language Center and Presidio

of

Monterey had a new requirement for
video transport, the Naval Postgraduate

golf course, as well as the leased Tl
circuits running between the Naval
Postgraduate School and the Defense

Manpower Data Center, have been
moved onto the Monterey Peninsula
Department of Defense Net. New
circuits supporting the Defense Biomet-

to eight and resilient packet ring
electronics for common-use voice and
data transport.
Three circuits are currently opera-

tional on the multiplexed fiber: A
dedicated analog video circuit carries
foreign language television broadcasts to
the language school in the Department
of Defense Center, Monterey Bay, at Ord
Military Community. A dedicated
gigabit Ethernet circuit transports
language training and administrative
data between the Defense Language

Institute Foreign Language Center and
Presidio of Monterey locations. And a
common-use resilient packet ring
transports telephone and data circuits.
The Naval Postgraduate School

funded the coarse wave division
multiplexing and common-use electronics; dedicated-use equipment is pur-
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from the Naval Postgraduate School and
e-mail services from the Defense
Manpower Data Center. Leasing
increased capacity from a commercial
service provider and installation of
fiber-optic cable from the Defense
Personnel Security Research Center to
one of the Monterey Peninsula Department of Defense Net hubs were
examined; the cost of each was determined to be prohibitive.
The city of Monterey agreed to allow
the establishment of a Monterey

ric Identification System have been
activated, along with circuits supporting

Peninsula Department of Defense Net

tests of disaster recovery methods.

Security Research Center in using the

School recommended-and the

working group selected-passive coarse
wave division multiplexing to increase
the number of discrete circuits from one

currently receives Internet connectivity

Because the city of Monterey's

I-Net

hub to support the Defense Personnel
existing I-Net fiber. The Defense
Personnel Security Research Center was

infrastructure did not extend to several
locations housing Department of

given dedicated Layer 2 connections to

Defense organizations, the Defense

the Naval Postgraduate School and the

Language Institute Foreign Language

Defense Manpower Data Center.

Center and Presidio of Monterey funded

Connection to each site is capable of
full-duplex 100 Mbps data transfer
(TCP/IP over Ethernet); committed

an extension of fiber-optic cable to Ord

Military Community, and the Naval
Postgraduate School funded a similar
extension through its golf course annex
to both Fleet Numerical Meteorology
and Oceanography Center and the Naval
Research Laboratory. Construction

of

information rate may be limited to less
than full channel bandwidth. The
project was implemented in multiple
steps and completed in the summer of
2006.

both extensions was completed in 2003.

The Naval Postgraduate School

The city of Monterey has a single

provide a project manager at no cost to

will

institutional network hub in Heritage

the Defense Personnel Security Research

Harbor that is serviced by six strands of
single-mode fiber-optic cable. The

Center, accept project funds from the

Defense Personnel Security Research

Center, execute procurement of project

Center, a Department of Defense entity

labor and materials, configure and test

with leased office space at Heritage
Harbor in the city of Monterey,

necessary electronics, reconfigure the

recognized the immediate need for the
higher-speed telecommunications
connections from the center to the Naval

2007 ACUTA Journal of Communications Technology in Higher Education

Defense Personnel Security Research

Monterey Peninsula Department of
Defense Net ring, and activate connections from the Defense Personnel
Security Research Center to the Naval

Postgraduate School and the Defense

Quality, Performance, and Productivity

Manpower Data Center.

Measurements

network and requests for tests ofnew
applications on the network.

The project was based solely upon cost
of data transfer per unit of data per

tion; nor was any planned. The project

The Defense Personnel Security
Research Center

will provide funds for

all necessary labor and materials and a

point-of-contact for coordination and
installation of configuration details,
certiS/ attainment of desired end state,
contribute funds annually to the

There is no systematic data collecinvolves reducing the recurring costs

second. Quality is measured in both
network uptime and end-user perception of performance. The ring had zero

associated

downtime in a year of operation. One
node was down for a brief period during

Cost, Benefit, and Risk Analysis

with leasing communications

circuits.

Monterey Peninsula Department of
Defense Net maintenance and repair
contract, and participate in the
Monterey Peninsula Department of

nonwork hours but with no impact to
end users at any ofthe nodes. End-user
perceptions have resulted in comments

Peninsula Department of Defense Net
has increased collaboration, coopera-

such as, "My queries run 10 times faster

tion, and support among Department of

Defense working group.

Defense organizations on the Monterey

site storage are under way, and development of additional joint projects is

now than before." Network downtime
and trouble tickets were selected for
tracking; both influence end-user
perception. Trouble tickets to date are

ongoing.

requests for new circuits/services on the

Disaster recovery assistance and off-
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The establishment of the Monterey

Peninsula by:
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Removing previous bandwidth

constraints
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Reducingtransmissiorrdistances

National Weather Service and the Naval

AIIorving the Naval Postgraduate

Postgraduate School

.

Providingllternateeornmunications
prth: hy permitting operations to
continue during a man-made or natural
disastcr, by rhilting contmunications

School to provide mainframe computer
processing services to the Defense
Manporver Data Center 65 times faster

than previously

.

Extending telephone and data
services to laboratories and offices at the
Naval Postgraduate School Annex

.

Enhancingcollaborativedevelopment and testing of both inter- and
intra-service applications such

gigabit Ethernet network betr'veen the
Presidio of .Monterey and Ord Military

thror-rgh the Department of Defense

Military Community; and telephone

circuits

trunks

.

Eliminating leased circuit costs. The
comnrun u\e e(luipmenl co:t: Jpproxi-

Enabling direct connections for the
Det'er-rse Biometric Identifications
por.r,er Data Center, to

FOILCEnet

Army and Nar,y

.

mately $200,000, and has a yeariy
maintenance tail of $42,000. The annual
cost of local circuits to Department

sites on the N{or-rtere,v Peninsula,

.

terminating at the Department of
Defense Center at Monterey Bay, Ord

Net's redundant, high-speed, nationn'ide

System, hosted by the Defense NIan-

as

Con.rmunity; a foreign language
television broadcast network originating
on the Presidio of Monterey and

of

Significantly reducing the transfer
time of huge data sets produced in

eliminating routing across multiple
Defense Department net\\rorks

Defense organizations serr.ed by the

research projects at the Nar.al Postgradu-

.

Defense Net r'r.as about $l91,000. As all

ate School and/or reports and procedures usefui to Homeland Security

operations, especially between the

5upporting increlsed misriott
requirements in educatiot'r and language
lririning b1 providing.i poinl-to-point

Montere,v Peninsula Department
loc.-rl

ol

Departnrcnt of Delerrsr' circuit. ar.'

moved onto the N{onterey Peninsula

hea
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D
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Department of Defense Net, the cost of local
communications circuits will be reduced to about
$42,000, the equipment maintenance cost; the

initial investment could be returned in

less

than

two years.
Customer Satisfaction and Results to Date

Senior leaders, both military and civilian managers, were pleased with the initial Monterey
Peninsula Department of Defense Net successes
and directed the working group to establish the

Monterey Peninsula Department of Defense CIO
Council, which meets quarterly to assess progress,
fine-tune goals and priorities, and define the
agenda for the upcoming year. Ensuring that the
mission, goals, and priorities of all members are
addressed is central to the planning process.

The CIO Council's goals are passed to a
technical advisory committee for action. The
Technology Assistance Center of the Information
Technology and Communications Services
division at the Naval Postgraduate School completes the budgetary estimates after

it identifies the
hardware, software, and processes necessary to
achieve the Council's goals. A best-value technical
solution and plans for implementation are
presented to the CIO Council for its approval and

funding.
The TechnologyAssistance Center is currently
addressing streaming media storage; disaster

with emphasis on information assurance
and availability, as well as continuity of operations;
security protocols; and the transition to IPv6.
recovery,

Structured, annual meetings with leaders
provide reports of the year's activities, as well

as

successes-and challenges not yet overcome. This
ensures a feedback loop that supports the alignment and execution of all strategic plans.
Dr. Christine Cermak is executive director of information

resources and CIO at the Naval Postgraduate School.
Reach her at cmcermak@nps.navy.mil.
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Here's My Advice

.. Adding

continued from page 4B

..

(opinionated scores submitted by
humans on actual calls) that were
mathematically averaged to obtain a
quantitative indicator of the system
quality. Recently automated tests have
been developed that perform similar
analysis while

providing

a calculated

.

wireless APs

conversion adds delay. You will have to

Changing media (swapping fiber
pairs, etc.)

Switch reconfigurations/firmware

.

Routerchanges/upgrades

Addition of VLANs
After any DOS attacks or other
network disruptions
After any significant power related
issues

MOS using the same scale.

Enhancing Satisfaction

What other steps can be taken to
enhance end-user satisfaction? Once the

the Netherlands and British Telecommu-

infrastructure issues are addressed, there
are still some things to consider if you
want your end users to be happy with

User Opinion

MOS

limit
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Some users satisfied
Many users dissatisfied

4.4

G.711 high-end

Nearly all users

Not

dissatisfied

recommended

4.3-5.0
4.0-4.3
3.6-4.0
3.1-3.6
2.6-3.1
),.0-2.6

a convenience

with no

service level guarantees." Ifthey did,

the new system.
Telephone handsets. Don't scoff. The
look and feel of a telephone handset is
important to more people than you
might think. Issues that I have seen

affect end-user satisfaction include:

.
.
.
.

of wireless someone said something like,

"This is just an overlay to the real

PESQ was developed by KPN Research,

MOS (for reference, cell phones are
typically rated 3.5-4.0).

Wireless Voice ."Wireless telephony" is
now "wireless IP-telephony" or voice
over Wifi. Most 802.11 networks are not
ready for voice. In fact, I wouldn't be
surprised if during the implementation

network-it's

One such test is the Perceptual
Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ).

nications. The following table ranks

card readers to ensure they can "wait"

for dial tone.

upgrades

.
.
.

test fax machines, time clocks, and credit

Overall size
Weight of base unit and handset

someone better go back and do some
redesign before you add voice.
Session

initiation protocol (SIP). Her-

alded as the standard that would free us

from proprietary handsets, SIP has yet
to impress. To be fair, standards by their
nature are based on components that
can be agreed upon by those writing the
standards. Employing standards always
guarantees interoperability at the
expense of features. The current SIP
standards offer a significantly reduced
feature set when compared with the

Aesthetics/style

training).

proprietary telephones, but this can be
acceptable, especially when you desire a
relatively low-cost device at the end
point. You must take care to understand
each system's ability to support SIP and
which features work and which do not.

important to have a network-monitoring
tool keeping track of performance and

Analog conuersion issues. You are going
to be placing analog devices on your IP

The bottom line is that IP is here
now. You cannot ignore it and you can't

alerting you to degradations. The
following events should always be
followed by a retest of the network:

network-and those analog

go

Monitoring the Network

What degrades the quality of a call over
an IP network? Your network isn't going
to remain static and performance will
fluctuate as changes are made. It's

.

'

Adding endpoints or changing call
flow patterns (like moving a "highuse" department into a node)
Physical reconfigurations

..
..

Adding buildings
Adding nodes/edge switches

Display size and quality
Regarding soft versus programmed

but save you
money in the long run (labeling and
keys.: Soft keys cost more

signals must

be converted to IP. You can purchase

individual conversion devices that hang
off the back of the external device, or
you can install shelves of analog ports in
your telecom room. On the downside,

back. Ifyou

are

in the enviable

position to not have to make any
changes to your system right now, then
now is the time to plan for the next life
cycle of your voice systems-and it will
be IP.

centralized shelves require accurate port

Ron Walczak is principal consultant at Walczak

counts per telecom room, and individual units at the external device can
get lost, stolen, or broken. Also,

Technology Consultants. Reach him at
ron@walczakconsultants.com.
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The theme of this issue, "VoIP-Can
you hear it coming?," gives us the
opportunity to pause and remember
that "hearing," or better yet, "hearing
we11," is supposed to be one of the end
results of the implementation of any
telephone system. The medium of
transmission (wire, radio, light) and
the protocols used (TDM, IR DSSS,

OFDM, GSM, and TDMA)
important, but they are not the service
or application. IP telephony introduces opportunities but also challenges to overcome to provide the
same level of reliability and quality
are

that our end users expect.
So the task at

hand is to deliver

high-quality (can you hear me well?),
reliable voice services using the data network
and IP protocol. Voice is a mission-critical
application and your network must be ready

to support it. So how do you bring your data
netr,vorks up to voice quaiity? We provide the
following recommendations to all our clients:
Physical Plant lssues

Your distributed telecom rooms now must
have the same reliability as the room that used

to house your centralized PBX. VolP pushes
power requirements and processing out to the
edge, making each telecom room a Potential
source of failure. Revisit these rooms to
ensure that the environment is hospitable to
the added electronics, power draw, and heat
generation that will result from installing VoIP.
Make sure power and backup power (UPS) are
adequate and tested.
Your cable distribution system (fiber plant)

should have built-in redundancy. Are there
loops in your fiber plant or does it look more
like a trunk-and-branch design? Is your
president's phone sitting out on a twig?
Loops might not be as expensive as you
thought. Point-to-point radios can provide
that redundant loop without digging the

campus. This is nor the place for an
802.11 network; instead, consider a pointto-point or point-to-multipoint product.
Ifyou are in an urban area, I heartily
recommend licensed frequencies.
Preparing Your Network

Before you begin a VoIP rollout, imple-

ment end-to-end QoS and VLANS
following IEEE 802.lp/q. Your data switch
vendor will be happy to provide you a
quote if your system is not compliant.
Voice should be on its own VLAN(s), and
you should limit voice connections to
about 100 per VLAN. Yes, you read that

right. Someone has to create all those
VLANs and someone has to reprogram
static IP devices (printers, etc.) to meet the
new IP addressing scheme.
Next, conduct a baseline traffic analysis

ofyour network before you roll out. You
may be very surprised when you get the

results. This will require the insertion of
traffic generators across your networkand like all voice trunking exercises, you
want to study the traffic during peak times
and over the course of at least a week.
This effort is typically offered by the
various equipment vendors for a fee
(negotiate it to be refundable if you buy
their VoIP product). It's worth the cost
even ifyou don't get a refund. Consider
continued employment insurance.

it

Baseline Testing Parameters

.
.
.

Jitter less than 20 ms
Packet loss less than 1 percent

Delay (or latency) should be less than

100 ms

for toll-quality voice

The most popular measurement of

opinion score
(MOS). The MOS provides a numerical

voice quality is the mean

measure of the quality of human speech at
the destination end ofthe circuit. The

original scheme used subjective tests
continued on page 47
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A,Single Gonnedtion for Video, Data, Voice
PowerDsine@ Midspansr ar€ th€ cost-effective
way to upgrade your network with the latest
PoE technology.

tThey can fit easily into your budget
whether for lT, infrastructure or specific
applications including lP
phones, wireless LAN access
points or lP security camera
systems.
With PowerDsine Midspans
there's no downtime, no need
to replace existing switches. They're plug
and playfast and enhance the investment
you've already made in your network
infrastructure.

PowerDsine engineers pioneered the
technology and are driving next-generation
industry standards. So you can be confident
with PowerDsine that you'll rise to the top of
the PoE upgrades class. Worry free.
,

PowerDsine Midspans: the simple, fast
and affordable way to send voice, data,
video and power over a single wire.
See how easy at www.powerdsine.com. ..:

PowerDsine PoE Systems are now a product line of Microsemi,Gorporation,

lntroducing Gedar Point SAFARI 6e;'the next generation multimedia switch
Thev'reoutthereandtheyknowwhoyouare,Thosemrtrnedacravingstudents Areyoureadyforthem? t'stmeyou
stened to ths enl ghtened crowd and prepared forthe onsaught of mutimeda app catons wlth the ony carrier cass,
VolPsoluton,thatfeaturesseamessevoutontol-xedMobl eConvergence SAFABI C3f'/utmedaSwtchngsystem
from Cedar Po nt Communicat ons.
SAFABI C3 has some mpressve credentals, rncuding superior performance, unmatched re ab ity and renowned scala
b lty to hand e whatever those mob e connected masses des re, So, if you want to be a th ngs to your students and
facu Iy, at east on a multimedia eve , et Cedar Po l.lt SAFAR C3 show you how,

Visit wwwcedarpointcom.com for more information.

